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Abstract. In this paper, we describe the first steps towards fully non-perturbative cos-
mology. We explain why the conventional methods used by cosmologists based on the ADM
formulation are generally inadequate for this purpose and why it is advantageous instead
to adapt the harmonic formulation pioneered and utilized in mathematical and numerical
relativity. Here we focus on using this approach to evaluating the linear mode stability in
homogeneous and nearly homogeneous backgrounds and devising a valid scheme and diag-
nostics for numerical computation. We also briefly touch on the relevance of these methods
for extracting cosmological observables from non-perturbative simulations.
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1 Introduction
The study of gauge-invariant perturbations has been the cornerstone of both cosmological
model building and astrophysical data analysis since its introduction in the early 80’s [2, 3,
16, 32, 39]. Theoretical proposals are characterized and judged by specifying their predictions
for the spectra of these variables. Accordingly, most codes (e.g., camb [29], cosmomc [28], or
class [27], to name a few) are written in the language of these variables to extract constraints
from observational data, such as the microwave background and other surveys. The reason for
this wide-spread use of gauge-invariant variables is that they provide an accurate and efficient
way to extract predictions from a gravitational field theory applied to the universe whenever
the large-scale evolution is linear. Instead of solving a highly complex, coupled system of non-
linear partial differential equations (PDEs) and then extracting the observable predictions,
gauge-invariant variables reduce the analysis to the study of only three decoupled second-
order ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Moreover, by representing physical quantities
they immediately connect to observations.
However, cosmological perturbation theory has its limitations when taken out of its
original context. In this paper we show how the conventional method based on scalar-vector-
decomposition (SVT) and the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) form is ill-suited to address
important questions concerning non-linear dynamics, or to evaluate the viability of scenarios
based on classical modifications of Einstein gravity. We will instead introduce a new formula-
tion along with a gauge fixing protocol that enables the study of these issues in a wide range
of cosmological scenarios. Our scheme is the implementation of a method that has been suc-
cessful in analyzing dynamical systems in mathematical and numerical general relativity: we
will linearize cosmological scalar field theories based on the generalized harmonic formulation
of the Einstein equations [14, 37].
The generalized harmonic formulation promotes each spacetime coordinate xµ to a dy-
namical variable obeying a scalar wave equation with source function Jµ that itself is a
function of the coordinates,
xµ = Jµ(xα) . (1.1)
Throughout, we will use Greek indices to refer to spacetime coordinates and Latin indices to
refer to purely spatial coordinates. Notably, Eq. (1.1) does not directly define a particular
gauge or coordinate choice. Rather, any known metric gµν in any coordinate system has a
harmonic representation in terms of the corresponding source functions. As we will emphasize,
the essence of any generalized harmonic formulation of the field equations is to treat the source
functions Jµ as new degrees of freedom, with Eq. (1.1) then becoming a set of constraint
equations. To close the system, we have to specify additional equations for the source functions
Jµ that define the gauge.
In order to identify observables and extract cosmological predictions within our scheme,
we specify a way of finding harmonic source functions that correspond to the commonly
used cosmological gauges. This provides a ‘dictionary’ between conventional cosmological
perturbation theory and our scheme. The method we propose is closely related to the fact
that gauge invariance is in a certain sense equivalent to gauge fixing [2] – that is, each
gauge-invariant variable or observable of the linear theory can be associated with a particular
space-time slicing. One example is that the Bardeen potentials correspond to the lapse and
the scalar part of the spatial metric perturbations in zero-shear gauge. Another example is
in the case of a canonical scalar field, where the co-moving curvature mode is the scalar part
of the spatial metric perturbation in unitary gauge.
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As a working example, we will analyze the conformally-coupled L4-Horndeski theory
given by the action
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
1
2
(
1 +G4(φ)
)
R+G2(φ,X) +G3(φ,X)φ
)
+ Sm . (1.2)
Here g is the metric determinant, R is the Ricci scalar, X ≡ −(1/2)gαβ∇αφ∇βφ the canon-
ical kinetic term associated with the scalar φ, Gi(X,φ) (i = 1, 2, 3) is the i-th Horndeski
interaction, and Sm is the matter action. We denote the covariant derivative with respect to
the coordinate xµ by ∇µ, and the partial derivative with respect to the coordinate xµ by ∂µ.
Throughout, we work in reduced Planck units M2Pl = 8piGN = 1, where GN is Newton’s con-
stant. Obviously, this theory is particularly well-suited as a representative working example
because it admits second-order equations of motion and at the same time encompasses all
the most commonly used gravitational field theories in cosmology: setting G3 = 0 recovers
Brans-Dicke theory; and setting both G3, G4 ≡ 0 recovers all P (X,φ) theories.
However, our motivation is entirely physical. What makes conformally-coupled L4-
Horndeski theories particularly interesting is their cosmological application. Most recently, it
has been found that the null convergence condition (NCC) can be violated in these theories
at energies well below the Planck scale without encountering pathologies at linear order in
perturbation theory [23–25, 36]. The NCC requires that for all null vectors nα,
Rαβn
αnβ ≥ 0 , (1.3)
where Rαβ is the Ricci tensor. It is apparent that the NCC is a statement about geome-
try. Assuming Einstein gravity, the NCC coincides with the null energy condition (NEC),
Tαβn
αnβ ≥ 0 for all nα, though this is in general not the case in modified gravity theories, such
as Horndeski. Indeed, Horndeski modifications of Einstein gravity mix the metric with scalar
fields in a way that makes the NEC ill-defined as a condition on the properties of matter.
At the same time the NCC remains perfectly well-defined. It is also the very condition that
has to be violated to describe a so-called non-singular cosmological bounce – the transition
from a contracting to an expanding phase at energies well below the Planck scale accurately
described by classical equations of motion – because the notion of contraction and expansion
refer precisely to a geometrical condition described by the physical metric. More concretely,
on a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmological background with scale factor a(t) and
time coordinate t, violating the NCC means having a period with H˙ > 0 (where H ≡ a˙/a is
the Hubble parameter and dot denotes differentiation with respect to t), and this is exactly
the condition required for a cosmological bounce.
The main goal of our study is to stress test the ‘stability’ claim about the linearized
conformally-coupled L4-Horndeski theory and lay the foundations for its non-perturbative,
numerical study that will ultimately establish the validity and robustness of non-singular
bounce solutions and enable observational tests.
There have been earlier studies of cosmological scenarios using tools of numerical rela-
tivity, such as [6, 7, 12, 15, 17, 42]. However, all the currently existing work involves scalar
field theories with canonical kinetic terms and minimally-coupled to Einstein gravity. It is
known that these theories are locally well-posed, e.g., in harmonic formulations. Our goal
is to go beyond these theories and study the linear well-posedness of scalar field theories
with non-canonical kinetic terms and/or L3-Horndeski modifications of Einstein gravity and
beyond.
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In addition, previous analyses were not designed to extract precise information from the
non-perturbative analysis suitable for observational tests. Our goal is to fill this gap and
develop a scheme that provides a complete set of non-perturbative quantities that correspond
to physical observables
The paper is organized as follows: We begin with a brief review of cosmological per-
turbation theory in Sec. 2. Then, in Sec. 3 we derive the linearized Einstein and scalar
field equations. After performing a characteristic analysis of the system, we define neces-
sary conditions for dynamical mode stability. In Sec. 4, we clarify why in certain special cases
cosmological perturbation theory yields reliable conclusions about mode stability while gener-
ically the conventional treatment does not fully characterize the dynamical system and hence
cannot be used to decide about mode stability and well-posedness of the linearized theory.
Finally, in Sec. 4.2 we describe a scheme for choosing harmonic source functions that drive
the coordinates towards familiar gauges in cosmological perturbation theory. We conclude
with some general remarks and point towards possible future directions in Sec. 5.
This paper is intended for both cosmologists as well as the mathematical and numerical
general relativity communities. Those familiar with conventional cosmological treatment of
perturbations can skip Sec. 2. The key results are presented in Secs. 3.3 and 4.
2 Cosmological perturbation theory
Simply put, cosmological perturbation theory is a particular application of the ADM formal-
ism [1], fully exploiting the symmetry-properties of a homogeneous and isotropic spacetime
to extract observables from the linear theory in an accurate and effective way. Its devel-
opment has a long history, starting with Lifshitz’s decomposition theorem of the linearized
metric in the 40s [30] and culminating in Bardeen’s solution of the gauge problem in 1980
[2]. The significance of Bardeen’s approach for cosmology first became clear when Bardeen,
Steinhardt, and Turner applied it to describing super-horizon perturbations of quantum ori-
gin in the inflationary universe [3], even though there were various other approaches to the
problem [19, 20, 33, 40]. This allowed them to reliably extract observational predictions from
the theory. The formalism as further developed by Mukhanov [32] and Sasaki [39] serves as
the basis of all theoretical, computational, and observational cosmology until today, without
any significant change.
Without diminishing its virtues, the goal of this section is to show why cosmological
perturbation theory has its limitations when taken out of its original context, namely to
link theory with observations. First, we will give a compact review of the basic underlying
principles and methods. Then we will present a worked example by applying the scheme to
the conformally-coupled L4-Horndeski theory defined in Eq. (1.2). We close the section by
pointing out the shortcomings and open issues whose resolution is the subject of this paper.
2.1 Basics
In linearizing gravitational field theories, the principle of general covariance translates into
a twofold freedom, namely to choose coordinates that describe the background and to sepa-
rately choose the coordinates that describe the perturbed spacetime. Note that, while both
choices are manifestations of the gauge freedom of general relativity, the term ‘gauge’ in cos-
mological perturbation theory usually refers to a particular slicing of the perturbed spacetime.
Obviously, any pair of such choices introduces a correspondence between the coordinates of
the background and the perturbed spacetime. So any change in the slicing conditions of the
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background and/or perturbed spacetime can be described by the following two coordinate
transformations or a combination thereof:
- a transformation of the background coordinates that leaves the correspondence un-
changed (fixed gauge) and thus induces a coordinate transformation in the perturbed
spacetime; and
- a coordinate transformation of the perturbed spacetime under fixed background slicing
(gauge transformation) that induces a change in the correspondence.
Cosmological perturbation theory is a particular way of handling both of these aspects
of coordinate freedom to characterize physical perturbations on a homogeneous and isotropic
FRW spacetime, given by the line element
ds2 = g¯00(t)dt
2 + a2(t)δijdx
idxj , (2.1)
where g¯00(t) is the homogeneous part of the 00 metric component and a(t) is the scale fac-
tor. (Throughout, we denote by bar if a quantity is evaluated for the homogeneous FRW
background and hence is a function of the time coordinate only.) Typically g¯00 is set to −1
(physical time) or −a2 (conformal time). Unless otherwise noted, we do not fix g¯00 for reasons
that we explain below in Sec. 3.
Cosmological perturbation theory rests on two pillars:
- the scalar-vector-tensor (SVT) decomposition of the linearized metric to reflect the
behavior of the linearized metric under coordinate transformations of the FRW back-
ground; and
- the use of gauge-invariant perturbation variables to distinguish physical from unphysical
fluctuations and to connect with observations.
Next we will explain how the combination of these two elements enables the study of cosmo-
logical scenarios.
2.1.1 Scalar-vector-tensor decomposition
On generic backgrounds, to describe the evolution of small perturbations, we have to solve
the coupled system of Einstein and scalar field partial differential equations. In most cases,
this is only possible using computer simulations. The SVT decomposition of the linearized
metric,
hµν(t,x) = gµν(t,x)− g¯µν(t) , (2.2)
with g¯µν(t) being the homogeneous background metric, takes advantage of the symmetry
properties of an FRW space-time, allowing for a particularly economical treatment of the
perturbations and making the dynamics in representative cases analytically computable.
In the ADM formulation, the geometrical symmetries of an FRW spacetime reduce to
the rotational symmetries of the spatial metric of constant-time hyper-surfaces. These are the
symmetries of the 3-d Euclidean group SO(3). As a Lie group, SO(3) is irreducibly repre-
sented by spin-0 scalar, spin-1 vector, and spin-2 tensor harmonics, Q(0)(xm), Q(1)i (x
m), and
Q
(2)
ij (x
m), respectively, where m = 1, 2, 3. The spatial harmonics are solutions of generalized
Helmholtz equations,
∇2Q(0) = k2Q(0), ∇2Q(1)i = k2Q(1)i , ∇2Q(2)ij = k2Q(2)ij , (2.3)
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where ∇2 ≡ ∇m∇m is the covariant Laplacian operator and k the wavenumber. As a con-
sequence, each metric component hµν can be written as a linear combination of the spatial
harmonics with time-dependent coefficients,
h00 = 2g¯00(t)α , (2.4)
h0i =
√
−g¯00(t) a(t)
(
β,i +Bi
)
, (2.5)
hij = 2 a
2(t)
(
− ψδij + ,ij + 2S(i,j) + uij
)
, (2.6)
where
α ≡ α(t)Q(0)(xm) , β ≡ β(t)Q(0)(xm) , ψ ≡ ψ(t)Q(0)(xm) ,  ≡ (t)Q(0)(xm) , (2.7)
Bi ≡ B(1)(t)Q(1)i (xm) , Si ≡ S(1)(t)Q(1)i (xm) , (2.8)
uij ≡ u(2)(t)Q(2)ij (xm) ; (2.9)
and
∂iBi = 0 ; ∂
iSi = 0 ; uij = uji ; ∂
iuij = 0 ; u
i
i = 0 . (2.10)
Similarly, the components of the perturbed stress-energy tensor δTµν can be decomposed
into scalar, tensor, and vector components: In an FRW universe, at zeroth order, any type of
stress-energy takes the form of a ‘perfect fluid’ due to the symmetry properties of the back-
ground spacetime. That means, we can characterize the background stress-energy through
its energy density ρ¯(t) and pressure p¯(t),
T¯µν = p¯g¯µν + (ρ¯+ p¯)u¯µu¯ν , (2.11)
where u¯µ is the co-moving velocity (in particular, uµuν = 1 to all orders) and in the rest
frame of the ‘fluid’ u¯µ ≡ (u¯0, 0, 0, 0). Accordingly, the perturbed stress-energy tensor is given
by
δT00 = −ρ¯h00 + δρ , (2.12)
δT0i = p¯h0i −
(
ρ¯+ p¯
)(
∂iδu+ δUi
)
, (2.13)
δTij = p¯hij + a
2(t)
(
δpδij + ∂i∂jpi + 2∂(iPj) + Πij
)
. (2.14)
Here, δρ is the linearized energy density, δp is the linearized pressure, δu is the linearized
velocity potential, δUi is the linearized divergenceless velocity vector (∂iδUi = 0), and pi, Pi,
and Πij are the scalar, divergenceless vector (∂iδPi = 0), and transverse, traceless tensor
components (∂iΠij = 0,Πii = 0) of the anisotropic stress, respectively. As the linearized
metric, the components of δTµν can each be separated as a product of spatial harmonics and
time-dependent amplitudes.
By construction, the scalar, vector and the tensor components decouple at linear or-
der. In addition, transforming to Fourier space, modes corresponding to different co-moving
wave-numbers k evolve independently such that the Einstein and scalar field equations be-
come ordinary differential equations in time for the time-dependent coefficients of the spatial
harmonics.
This is the so-called decomposition theorem that Lifshitz found in 1945. More precisely,
Lifshitz showed in Ref. [30] that in synchronous gauge (h00, h0i ≡ 0) linear perturbations of
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the FRW metric can be fully characterized according to their transformation properties under
spatial rotations: h00 transforms as a scalar, h0i transforms as a 3-vector, and hij transforms
as a 3-tensor. Then, he used Helmholtz’s theorem to decompose both the vectors and tensors
into curl-free and divergence-free parts. In Ref. [2], Bardeen generalized the decomposition
theorem to arbitrary gauges using the ADM formulation.
2.1.2 Gauge invariance and algebraic gauge fixing
The major advantage of the SVT decomposition is to greatly reduce the complexity of the
Einstein-scalar PDE system to decoupled ODEs. However, the scheme has to be supplemented
with a method that solves the gauge problem, i.e., identifies a complete set of variables that
characterizes the linearized system and connects it to observations. The gauge problem arises
due to the freedom to choose the coordinates of the perturbed spacetime, while keeping the
background coordinates fixed. The result is an ambiguity in the correspondence between the
coordinates of the background and the perturbed spacetime; in particular, it is not immedi-
ately clear how to connect with observations since, in an arbitrary gauge, perturbations can
reflect physical quantities as well as fictitious modes that are artifacts of the particular slicing.
Note, however, that, at linear order in perturbation theory, tensors are invariant under gauge
transformations such that the gauge problem only affects the scalar and vector sectors.
The gauge problem was solved in the early 80s by Gerlach/Sengupta [16], though it was
Bardeen who first applied the scheme to cosmology in Ref. [2]. The proposal was to resolve
the ambiguity that arises due to the gauge freedom using gauge-invariant variables, i.e.,
linear combinations of the perturbation variables that remain unchanged under infinitesimal
coordinate transformations of the perturbed spacetime,
t→ t+ χ0 , xi → xi + χ,i . (2.15)
The original set of gauge-invariant variables applied to cosmology [2] are given by
Φ = α− a−1∂t
(
a˙− β), Ψ = ψ + a2H(˙− a−1β) , Σi = S˙i − aBi. (2.16)
For simplicity we set g¯00 = −1 for the remainder of the current section. However, as noted
above, it will be essential to release this constraint in Sec. 3 and below. Today, Φ and Ψ
are called the Bardeen variables. Notably, Φ is the gauge-invariant Newtonian potential.
Of course, once the principle is known, one can construct infinitely many gauge invariant
variables, for example as a linear combination of just a few simple invariants.
In addition to the Bardeen variables, there are only a few observationally relevant quan-
tities used in practice, such as the co-moving curvature perturbation
R = ψ −Hδu ; (2.17)
the energy density perturbation
− ζ = ψ +Hδρ
˙¯ρ
; (2.18)
or, in a gravitational scalar-field theory with scalar components φI (I = 1, ..., N), the gauge-
invariant field perturbation
QI = δφI + φ˙
I
H
ψ . (2.19)
For a compendium of several gauge invariant quantities and associated slicing conditions see
Ref. [26].
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Obviously, the use of gauge invariant variables allows for putting the field equations
into a particularly simple form. But to follow the linearized dynamics, particular initial
conditions can usually only be set in terms of the variables of a given slicing. Hence, what
happens in practice is that one identifies the relevant scalar (or vector) observable – a gauge
invariant quantity – and algebraically fixes the gauge by introducing two algebraic conditions
on both the scalar and vector gauge variables. For example, in co-moving gauge (δq ≡ 0), the
scalar variable ψ is the co-moving curvature perturbation; in Newtonian gauge (β,  ≡ 0), the
Bardeen variables coincide with the metric variables α = Φ and ψ = Ψ; in constant density
gauge (δρ ≡ 0), ψ is the gauge-invariant perturbation of the normalized energy density; and
in spatially-flat gauge (ψ = 0), scalar-field perturbations are gauge-invariant.
Once a preferred slicing is identified, it is straightforward to reduce the dynamics of
the scalar sector to the evolution equation of the relevant gauge-invariant variables; this is
the advantage of using the ADM formulation combined with the SVT decomposition. It is
well-known that in the ADM formulation two of the Einstein equations are constraints: the
00-component is the Hamiltonian constraint and can be obtained by varying the action with
respect to the lapse α; the 0i-component is the momentum constraint and can be obtained
by varying the action with respect to the shift β. Since any gauge invariant scalar can be
expressed as a linear combination of the remaining two scalar metric variables and the three
scalar variables of the stress-energy tensor, the gauge freedom can now be used to eliminate
two more gauge degrees of freedom and express the system in terms of just three scalar
variables.
Throughout this paper, we consider gravitational field theories with a single scalar,
though the results can be straightforwardly generalized to multi-component stress-energy. In
the case of a single scalar field, algebraic gauge fixing combined with the SVT decomposition
to separate the scalar, vector, and tensor sectors reduces the analysis of the linearized theory
to the study of only three decoupled ODEs, each describing the scalar, vector and tensor
degrees of freedom by a single gauge invariant variable, respectively, as we will show in the
next subsection.
2.2 Worked example
Next we will illustrate the use of cosmological perturbation theory by applying it to charac-
terize scalar perturbations of the linearized conformally-coupled L4-Horndeski theory as given
in Eq. (1.2), first linearizing the equations of motion without gauge fixing and then evaluating
them for three of the most common gauges, Newtonian, spatially-flat and unitary.
2.2.1 Covariant equations of motion
Varying the action (1.2) with respect to the metric yields the Einstein equations
Gµν = Tµν (2.20)
with the stress-energy tensor taking the form
Tµν =
(
G2(X,φ) + b(φ)∇µφ∇µX − 2b,φ(φ)X2 + 2G4,φφ(φ)X −G4,φφ
)
gµν
+
(
G2,X(X,φ)− b(φ)φ− 2b,φ(φ)X +G4,φφ(φ)
)
∇µφ∇νφ
− b(φ)
(
∇µφ∇νX +∇νφ∇µX
)
+G4,φ∇µ∇νφ−G4(φ)Gµν . (2.21)
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and variation of the action with respect to the scalar yields the evolution equation for φ,
−G2,Xφ = (G2,XX − 2b,φ)∇µX∇µφ− 2X (G2,Xφ − b,φφX) +G2,φ + 1
2
G4,φR
− b(φ) ((φ)2 − (∇µ∇νφ)2 −Rµν∇µφ∇νφ) . (2.22)
For the purposes of this study, we fixed the L3-Horndeski interaction as G3 ≡ −b(φ)X without
loss of generality. Notably, Horndeski theories admit second-order equations of motion that
protects them from Ostrogradsky ghost instabilities.
2.2.2 Linearized equations of motion without gauge fixing
Linearizing Eq. (2.21) around space-time and using the SVT decomposition defined in Eqs. (2.4-
2.6), the scalar part of the linearized Einstein equations for a single Fourier mode with co-
moving wavenumber k takes the following form:(
6Hγ(t)− 3Ah(t)H2(t)− ρK(t)
)
α+ γ(t)
(
3ψ˙ +
k2
a2
σ
)
+
k2
a2
Ah(t)ψ (2.23)
+
(
3H(t)γ(t)− 3Ah(t)H2(t)− ρK(t)
)
δu˙−
(
3H˙(t)γ(t) +
k2
a2
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
))
δu = 0 ,
Ah(t)ψ˙ −
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)
δu˙ = −γ(t)α+Ah(t)H˙(t)δu , (2.24)
Ah(t)(α− ψ − σ˙ −Hσ) = A˙h(t) (δu+ σ) , (2.25)(
γ(t)α
)·
+ 3H
(
γ(t)α
)
+Ah(t)ψ¨ +
(
3Ah(t)H + A˙h(t)
)
ψ˙ (2.26)
− (Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)) δu¨+
(
γ˙(t)− 3H (Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t))− 2Ah(t)H˙(t)− A˙h(t)H(t)
)
δu˙
−
(
AhH¨ + A˙hH˙ + 3AhHH˙
)
δu = 0 ,
where Eq. (2.23) is the linearized Hamiltonian constraint; Eq. (2.24) is the linearized momen-
tum constraint; Eq. (2.25) is the linearized anisotropy equation; and Eq. (2.26) is the linearized
pressure equation; δu ≡ −δφ/φ˙; and the scalar shear perturbation is defined through
σ(t,x)
a(t)
≡ a(t)˙(t,x)− β(t,x) ; (2.27)
where σ is the scalar component of the linearized shear tensor
σµν =
1
3
Kγµν −Kµν . (2.28)
Note that, using the SVT decomposition, the scalar part of the 0i and ij field equations
are higher than second order and take the form (...),i = 0 and (...),ij = 0, respectively. The
momentum constraint (2.24) as well as the anisotropy and pressure equations (2.25-2.26) were
obtained by partial integration to eliminate the overall spatial derivatives and by setting the
time-dependent integration constant to zero.
The background quantities
Ah(t) = 1 + G¯4(φ) , (2.29)
γ(t) = Ah(t)H(t)− 1
2
(
b¯(φ)φ˙3(t)− A˙h(t)
)
, (2.30)
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ρK(t) =
1
2
G¯2,X φ˙
2 +
1
2
(
G¯2,XX − 2b¯,φ
)
φ˙4 + 3Hb¯(φ)φ˙3 (2.31)
are functions of the homogeneous background solution. If there is no mixing between the
kinetic energy of the scalar and the metric (G3, G4 ≡ 0), the function ρK(t) that measures
the kinetic energy of the field is independent of the metric and the function γ(t) that measures
the kinetic energy of the metric is field independent, γ(t) = H(t). In L3-Horndeski theories
and beyond, this is not anymore the case: both ρK and γ involve metric and scalar kinetic
terms. The direct mixing between the kinetic energy of the scalar and the metric – a feature
also called ‘braiding’ [11] – can be characterized by the deviation of γ from H. In addition,
the conformal quartic Horndeski interaction leads to a mixing between the scalar field and
the four-Ricci scalar as measured by the deviation between Ah and unity.
The Hubble parameter and its time derivative are related to the Horndeski interactions
through the FRW background equations
3H2 = −G¯2(X,φ) + G¯2,X(X,φ)φ˙2 − 1
2
b¯,φ(φ)φ˙
4 + 3Hb¯(φ)φ˙3 (2.32)
− 3G¯4,φHφ˙− 3G¯4(φ)H2 + ρ¯matter ,
−2H˙ = G¯2,X(X,φ)φ˙2 − b¯,φ(φ)φ˙4 + 3Hb¯(φ)φ˙3 − G¯4,φφ˙H + G¯4,φφφ˙2 (2.33)
+
(
G¯4,φ − b¯(φ)φ˙2
)
φ¨+ 2G¯4(φ)H˙ + (ρ¯matter + p¯matter) ;
and, finally, the linearized scalar-field equation is given by(
ρK + 3H
(
AhH − γ
))
α˙− (AhH − γ)k2
a2
α (2.34)
+
(
ρ˙K + 3HρK + (6H˙ + 9H
2)
(
AhH − γ
)
+ 3H
(
A˙hH − γ˙
))
α
+
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)k2
a2
(σ˙ +H(t)σ) +
k2
a2
(
A˙hH − γ˙
)
σ
+ 3
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)
ψ¨ − A˙h(t)k
2
a2
ψ + 3
(
3H(t)
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)
+ A˙(t)H(t)− γ˙(t)
)
ψ˙
+ ρK(t)δu¨+ (ρ˙K(t) + 3HρK(t)) δu˙+
(
H
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)
+ 2A˙hH − γ˙
)k2
a2
δu
− 3
((
A˙hH − γ˙
)
H˙ +
(
AhH − γ
)(
H¨ + 3HH˙
))
δu = 0 .
These equations were first obtained in Ref. [23]; for the derivation see the Appendix of the
same paper. Of course, due to the gauge freedom, only three of the five equations are in-
dependent. In the following we will utilize exactly this freedom to illustrate the scheme of
cosmological perturbation theory.
2.2.3 Newtonian gauge: β,  ≡ 0
In the first example, we derive the Newtonian (or zero-shear) gauge equations for the scalar
sector.
The Newtonian gauge is defined through the two constraints β,  ≡ 0, eliminating two
of the five scalar gauge variables α, β, ψ, , and δu. We use the linearized Einstein equations
to eliminate further two of the remaining three scalar gauge variables - the scalar velocity
potential δu using the anisotropy equation
(A˙h/Ah)δu = Φ−Ψ , (2.35)
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and the Newtonian potential Φ (≡ α) using the momentum constraint,(
H˙ − A˙h
Ah
H − k
2
a2
(AhH − γ)2
det(P )
)
(Φ−Ψ) = A˙h
Ah
(
Ψ˙ +HΨ− k
2
a2
Ah
AhH − γ
det(P )
Ψ
)
, (2.36)
where
det(P ) = AhρK + 3 (AhH − γ)2 (2.37)
is the determinant of the kinetic matrix associated with the ODE system describing the
evolution of (Ψ, δu).
As a result, the system of linearized Einstein equations reduces to a single dynamical
equation for the Bardeen potential Ψ (≡ ψ):
Ψ¨ + F (t, k)Ψ˙ +
(
m20(t, k) + c
2
S(t, k)
k2
a2
+ u2H(t, k)
k4
a4
)
Ψ = 0 . (2.38)
The coefficient of the friction term ∝ Ψ˙ is given by
F (t, k) ≡
(
det(P )
((
H +
A˙h
Ah
)(
−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H
)
− d
dt
(
−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H
))
(2.39)
+
(
d
dt
ln
a3Ah det(P )
(AhH − γ)2
)
(AhH − γ)2 k
2
a2
)
1
d(t, k)
.
In the limit of large and small k, F (t, k) is a function of t only and so, generally, does not
affect the characteristic behavior.
The coefficient of the term ∝ Ψ is given by
m20(t, k) ≡
(
2H˙ −H d
dt
ln
(
−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H
))(
−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H
)
det(P )
d(t, k)
, (2.40)
c2S(t, k) ≡
((
−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H
)(
det(P )c2∞(t) + 2Ah
(
γ˙ + (AhH − γ)H − d
dt
(AhH)
))
(2.41)
+ 2(H˙ +H2)(AhH − γ)2 +Ah(AhH − γ) d
dt
(
−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H
)
−H d
dt
(AhH − γ)2
+
(
Ah(AhH − γ)(−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H) +H(AhH − γ)2
)
d
dt
ln det(P )
)
1
d(t, k)
,
u2H(t, k) ≡
1
d(t, k)
(AhH − γ)2 c2∞(t) . (2.42)
Notice that all coefficients share the common denominator
d(t, k) = det(P )
(
−H˙ + A˙h
Ah
H
)
+ (AhH − γ)2 k
2
a2
. (2.43)
Finally, the quantity
c2∞(t) ≡
2A˙hγ + (AhH − γ)γ −Ahγ˙
det(P )
(2.44)
is the square of the propagation speed in the limit of k →∞.
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2.2.4 Unitary gauge: δu,  ≡ 0 / Spatially-flat gauge: ψ,  ≡ 0
While the Newtonian gauge analysis is already significantly less complex than solving the
full coupled system of linearized Einstein equations, choosing the unitary (δu,  ≡ 0) and/or
spatially-flat (ψ,  ≡ 0) gauges reduces the complexity by another level.
In both of these cases, (since the gauge constraints do not apply to either the lapse α
or the shift β) it is straightforward to eliminate the linearized lapse and the gradient of the
linearized shift by using the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints Eqs. (2.23-2.24),
α =
Ah(t)
γ(t)
(
−ψ˙ +H(t)δu˙+ H˙(t)δu
)
− δu˙ , (2.45)
k2
a2
σ =
r(t)
γ2(t)
(
−ψ˙ +H(t)δu˙+ H˙(t)δu
)
+
k2
a2
Ah(t)
γ(t)
(−ψ +H(t)δu)− k
2
a2
δu , (2.46)
where we define
r(t) ≡ Ah(t)ρK(t) + 3
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)2
. (2.47)
Substituting the expressions for α and σ into the anisotropy equation, we obtain a simple
second-order differential equation for the gauge-invariant quantity −ψ +Hδu:
d2
dt2
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
+
d
dt
ln
(
a3(t)Ah(t)
r(t)
γ2(t)
)
d
dt
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
(2.48)
+
2A˙h(t)γ(t)−Ah(t)γ˙(t)−
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)
γ(t)
r(t)
k2
a2
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
= 0 .
The sound speed of the modes is given by
c2ζ(t) =
2A˙h(t)γ(t)−Ah(t)γ˙(t)−
(
Ah(t)H(t)− γ(t)
)
γ(t)
r(t)
. (2.49)
It is immediately apparent that in unitary gauge Eq. (2.48) is the evolution equation for the
gauge invariant scalar variable v ≡ ψ; and in spatially-flat gauge it is the evolution equation
for the gauge invariant scalar variable v ≡ Hδu (or equivalently, δφ ≡ −(φ˙/H) v).
2.3 Open issues
The case of linearized conformally-coupled L4-Horndeski makes clear why cosmological per-
turbation theory has been increasingly popular since its introduction in the early 80s: it
connects seemingly complicated gravitational field theories to observations at linear order in
an accurate and economical way, by following the evolution of only a few gauge invariant
variables.
However, we also chose this example because it enables us to point out some shortcomings
of the conventional scheme that will be the focus of the remainder of this paper. Note that
in the case of a canonical scalar or any minimally-coupled P (X)-theory where γ ≡ H, both
the Newtonian and unitary/spatially-flat gauges yield the same type of dynamical behavior
for the associated gauge variables: In Newtonian gauge, Eq. (2.38) takes the simple form
Ψ¨ =
H˙
ρK
k2
a2
Ψ +
(
H¨
H˙
−H
)
Ψ˙ +
(
H¨H
H˙
− 2H˙
)
Ψ ; (2.50)
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and in the spatially-flat/unitary gauges the evolution equation (2.48) reduces to
d2
dt2
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
=
H˙(t)
ρK(t)
k2
a2
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
(2.51)
− d
dt
ln
(
a3(t)
ρK(t)
H2(t)
)
d
dt
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
.
Obviously, in both cases the evolution of each Fourier mode is governed by an ordinary
second-order differential equation characterized with a single sound speed ∝ −H˙/ρK for all
wavenumbers. On the other hand, introducing braiding (γ 6= H), the evolution equations in
different gauges have different characteristics. (Note that, throughout this paper, we use the
expressions ‘characteristics’, ‘characteristic feature,’ ‘dynamical character,’ etc. exclusively
as they are being used in mathematics, i.e., to describe the dynamical structure of ODEs and
PDEs.)
The ambiguity immediately raises the two questions:
i. what is a reliable approach (and in particular, a proper formulation of the field equa-
tions) to study the characteristics of the PDEs describing gravitational field theories
that include modifications of Einstein gravity?
ii. what is the set of variables that fully characterizes the system in this new formulation
and accurately connects it to observations?
The first question concerns the issues of well-posedness and mode stability of gravi-
tational field theories. In Sec. 3, we will show that addressing these issues requires the
implementation of techniques used in non-perturbative mathematical and numerical general
relativity. As much as cosmological perturbation theory was ahead of its time in the 80s,
the scheme does not capture more recent developments of mathematical and numerical rel-
ativity that are essential to reliably determine the dynamical behavior of the system. By
the early 2000s it was widely recognized that the ADM formulation, the basis of the SVT
decomposition, is ill-posed in its traditional implementation combined with algebraic gauge
fixing. Hence, we must turn to a different formulation and/or make different gauge choices
to correctly analyze the dynamical character of the Einstein-scalar PDE system.
The second question is related to the gauge choice in the context of a new, ‘well-posed’
formulation that replaces the ADM decomposition. As we stressed above, the great advantage
of cosmological perturbation theory was to identify physical quantities of the linearized theory.
But the conventional scheme heavily relied on the ADM form of the field equations combined
with the SVT decomposition of the linearized metric and algebraic gauge fixing. In Sec. 4.2,
we will use the insights of the old scheme. By employing the harmonic formulation, we will
introduce a protocol to identify dynamical gauge source functions that correspond to common
cosmological gauges. Then, using the fact that each of these gauges can be associated with
gauge-invariant variables, we can identify harmonic gauge variables with observables of the
linear theory. In forthcoming work we will show how it is straightforward to generalize our
approach non-perturbatively and to lift observables of the linear theory to the fully covariant
theory. With the conventional method of cosmological perturbation theory this would not be
possible since non-perturbative analyses require the use of well-posed gauges.
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3 Linear perturbation theory in the generalized harmonic formulation
The first test any classical (or effective) theory must pass is well-posedness i.e., for given initial
data, there must exist unique solutions of the linearized theory that depend continuously on
the initial conditions. Short of meeting this criterion, arbitrarily small wavelength mode
fluctuations can grow to large amplitudes on arbitrarily small timescales such that it is not
meaningful to talk about a predictive theory.
A common strategy for proving linear well-posedness around a given background is
to show that the linearized system of PDEs is strongly hyperbolic. Perhaps the best-known
example is the wave equation. In the case of covariant PDEs describing gravitational systems,
such as the Einstein equations, well-posedness is typically shown by finding a formulation of
the theory, that is strongly hyperbolic. Note, though, that ‘well-posedness’ is a property of
differential equations, and not a theory per se. For example, the Einstein equations are well-
posed in generalized harmonic form but generically ill-posed in ADM form. In particular,
since cosmological perturbation theory conventionally employs the ADM decomposition with
algebraic gauge fixing, it cannot be used to decide well-posedness.
While there is a plethora of modified gravity proposals, to date, we know of only a few
well-posed theories; most prominently, Einstein gravity [13] and classical supergravity [5].
Theories that involve higher than second derivatives and cannot be reduced to a second-order
system are ill-posed because they suffer from the so-called Ostrogradsky instability [34, 41].
The local well-posedness of all Horndeski theories is an open question. In Ref. [35],
Papallo and Reall claim that conformally-coupled L4-Horndeski theories are linearly well-
posed on generic weak-field backgrounds but only a subclass, including Brans-Dicke theories,
are non-linearly well-posed for arbitrary initial data. They find that, in their formulation, the
specific gauge condition required for well-posedness of the linearized theory cannot in general
be covariantly lifted and hence well-posedness of the linearized theory does not generalize
to the non-linear theory. Ref. [35] leaves open whether some other scheme can establish
non-linear well-posedness.
In this section, we will re-visit this claim. We stress, though, that our motivation is to
study the non-linear structure of these theories in cosmological contexts, such as bouncing
scenarios, as described in the Introduction. In particular, it is not our goal to provide an-
other local well-posedness argument of the covariant theory on generic backgrounds in the
full rigor of a proper mathematical proof. Rather, we will study the well-posedness of the
linearized theory on homogeneous backgrounds, formulate all necessary conditions for strong
hyperbolicity, and provide a scheme of gauge fixing readily applicable for non-perturbative,
numerical studies. In the Appendix D, we will discuss under what conditions our conclusions
extend to backgrounds without symmetry assumptions and the precise relationship between
our analysis and Ref. [35].
3.1 Covariant equations of motion in the generalized harmonic formulation
A key to our analysis is the application of the generalized harmonic formulation. We will show
that, in this decomposition, the initial value problem of the linearized conformally coupled
L4-Horndeski theory is strongly hyperbolic around homogeneous backgrounds.
For a PDE system with constant coefficients defined through a complex n × n matrix
M, the initial value problem
∂tv(t, x) =M∂xv(t, x) v(0, x) = f(x) , (3.1)
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where v(t, x) is an n-dimensional vector function of time t and space x and f ∈ C∞(x), is
strongly hyperbolic if all eigenvalues of the matrix M are real and there is a complete set
of eigenvectors, i.e., M is diagonalizable; see e.g., [18]. (For simplicity of the definition, we
only assumed a single spatial dimension.) The initial value problem is weakly hyperbolic if all
eigenvalues of the matrixM are real butM is not diagonalizable. Note that, for a strongly
hyperbolic initial value problem, there are constants K,α such that the solution satisfies the
energy estimate
|v(t, x)| ≤ Keαt|f(x)| . (3.2)
More exactly, if the matrix S transforms M to a diagonal form, any solution of the
Fourier transformed system,
∂tv˜ = ikMv˜ , (3.3)
obeys the inequality
|v˜(t, k)| ≤ |S| |S−1| |v˜(0, k)| . (3.4)
It is this ‘mode stability’ of the system that ensures robustness against arbitrarily small
wavelength perturbations, which is the relevant necessary condition for the non-perturbative,
numerical applications in which we are interested. For this reason, and also to distinguish
our more pragmatic approach from a strict mathematical proof, we will henceforth use ‘mode
stability’ to characterize our study.
As noted above in the Introduction, the defining feature of the generalized harmonic
formulation is that each of the spacetime coordinates xµ obeys a scalar wave equation with
source function Jµ that itself is a function of the coordinates,
xµ = Jµ(xα) . (3.5)
This equation can be viewed as a set of four scalar equations, or a single vector-like equation.
Note that this relation is not immediately a coordinate choice. Rather, any known metric gµν
in any coordinate system can be expressed in generalized harmonic form. The corresponding
source functions are then given by evaluating Eq. (3.5).
The generalized harmonic formulation treats the source functions Jµ as additional de-
grees of freedom, with Eq. (3.5) then becoming a set of constraint equations. The reason for
doing so is that, as with the harmonic coordinates (where Jµ = 0), substituting Eq. (3.5)
into the Einstein equations transforms their principal part into a strongly hyperbolic system
of equations for the metric tensor gµν . To close the system, one must specify additional equa-
tions for the source functions, which can be viewed as gauge equations. For more details, see,
e.g., [14, 31, 37].
In generalized harmonic decomposition, the trace-reversed Einstein equations,
Rµν = Tµν − 1
2
gµνT
λ
λ , (3.6)
take the following form:(
1 +G4(φ)
)(
−1
2
gαβgµν,βα − J(ν,µ) −
1
2
gαβ,µ gβν ,α −
1
2
gαβ,ν gβµ,α − ΓβαµΓαβν + ΓαµνJα
)
(3.7)
+
(
b(φ)
(
φ,µφ,ν − 1
2
φ,αφ,βg
αβgµν
)
− 1
2
G4,φ(φ)gµν
)(
gαβφ,βα + J
αφ,α
)
− b(φ)gρσφ,ρ
(
φ,µφ,σν + φ,νφ,σµ − φ,µΓλνσφ,λ − φ,νΓλµσφ,λ
)
−G4,φ(φ)
(
φ,νµ − Γσµνφ,σ
)
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−
(
−G2(X,φ)− 1
2
(
G2,X(X,φ)−G4,φφ(φ)
)
gαβφ,αφ,β
)
gµν
−
(
G2,X(X,φ) + b,φ(φ)g
αβφ,αφ,β +G4,φφ(φ)
)
φ,µφ,ν = 0 ;
and the scalar field equation is given by
− G2,X
(
gαβφ,βα + J
αφ,α
)
+
(
G2,XX − 2b,φ
)
gµαgνβφ,αφ,β
(
φ,µν − Γλµνφ,λ
)
(3.8)
+ b(φ)
((
gαβφ,βα + J
αφ,α
)2 − gµαgνβ(φ,µν − Γλµνφ,λ)(φ,αβ − Γσαβφ,σ))
− b(φ)gµαgνβφ,αφ,βRµν − 1
2
G4,φR− gαβφ,αφ,β
(
G2,Xφ +
1
2
b,φφg
αβφ,αφ,β
)
−G2,φ = 0 ;
for the derivation see the Appendix A. Throughout, we shall assume that the coupling to the
4-Ricci scalar, 1 +G4(φ), is positive definite for all values of the field φ.
3.2 Linearized equations of motion in the generalized harmonic formulation
Next, we shall linearize the system. Keeping in mind that our goal is to evaluate Horndeski
theories for cosmological applications, we will perform the linearization around homogeneous
backgrounds. We extend our conclusions and comment on applications to generic backgrounds
in the Appendix D.
In the generalized harmonic formulation, components of the linearized trace-reversed
Einstein equations,
δRµν = δTµν − 1
2
hµν T¯
α
α −
1
2
g¯µνδT
α
α , (3.9)
take the following form. Note that, for simplicity, we amend the bar convention when referring
to the background scalar field, i.e., φ¯ ≡ φ and denote the scalar field perturbation by pi.(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)
δR00 (3.10)
− 3
2
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ(φ)
)
p¨i +
1
2
(
b¯(φ)φ˙2 − G¯4,φ(φ)g¯00
)(
g¯mnpi,mn + φ˙δJ
0
)
+
(
2b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ
)
φ˙δΓ000
+
(
G¯2(X,φ) +
1
2
G¯2,X g¯
00φ˙2 −
(
1
4
G¯2,XX − b¯,φ
)
φ˙4g¯00g¯00 − 1
2
G¯4,φJ¯
0φ˙
)
h00
+
1
2
b¯(φ)
(
3φ¨− 4Γ¯000φ˙
)
φ˙2g¯00g¯00h00
−
(
2G¯2,X −
(
1
2
G¯2,XX − 4b¯,φ
)
g¯00φ˙2 + 3G¯4,φφ + 3b¯(φ)
(
g¯00φ¨− 1
2
J¯0φ˙− 2g¯00Γ¯000φ˙
))
φ˙p˙i
+ G¯4,φ
(
Γ¯000 −
1
2
g¯00J¯
0
)
p˙i
+
(
G¯2,φg¯00 − 1
2
(
G¯2,Xφ + b¯,φ
(
3g¯00φ¨− 4g¯00Γ¯000φ˙− J¯0φ˙
)
+ 2b¯,φφg¯
00φ˙2
)
φ˙2
)
pi
+ G¯4,φ
(
−1
2
g¯00 ¨¯g00 − ˙¯J0 − ˙¯g00 ˙¯g00 − Γ¯000Γ¯000 − Γ¯nm0Γ¯mn0 + Γ¯000J¯0
)
pi
− 1
2
(
G¯4,φφ
(
3φ¨+ J¯0φ˙− 2Γ¯000φ˙
)
+ 3G¯4,φφφφ˙
2
)
pi = 0 ;
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(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)
δR0i (3.11)
−
(
− b¯(φ)(−g¯00)φ˙2 + G¯4,φ(φ)
)(
p˙i,i − φ˙δΓ0i0
)
− b¯(φ)φ˙2
(
−φ˙Γ¯0il(−g¯00)g¯lkh0k − Γ¯0img¯mnpi,n + (−g¯00)Γ¯ki0pi,k
)
−
(
G¯2,X(X,φ) + b¯(φ)
(
(−g¯00)Γ¯000 − J¯0
)
φ˙+ b¯,φ(φ)g¯
00φ˙2 + G¯4,φφ(φ)
)
φ˙ pi,i − G¯4,φ(φ)Γ¯j0ipi,j
+
(
G¯2(X,φ) +
1
2
(
G¯2,X − G¯4,φφ
)
g¯00φ˙2 − 1
2
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ
)(
g¯00φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
))
h0i = 0 ;(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)
δRij (3.12)
− 1
2
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ(φ)
)
g¯ij
(
g¯αβpi,βα + φ¨(−g¯00)g¯00h00 + g¯00J¯0p˙i + φ˙δJ0
)
− G¯4,φ(φ)
(
pi,ji − Γ¯0ij p˙i − φ˙δΓ0ij
)
−
(
−G¯2(X,φ) + 1
2
(
G¯2,X − G¯4,φφ
)
(−g¯00)φ˙2 − 1
2
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ
)
(−g¯00)
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
))
hij
− (−g¯00)g¯ij
(
1
2
G¯2,XX(−g¯00)φ˙2 + b¯(φ)(−g00)
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
−G4,φφ
)(
1
2
φ˙2(−g¯00)h00 + φ˙p˙i
)
− g¯ij
(
−G2,φ + 1
2
(
G2,Xφ −G4,φφφ
)
(−g¯00)φ˙2 + 1
2
(−g¯00)
(
b¯,φ(−g00)φ˙2 −G4,φφ
)(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
))
pi
+ G¯4,φ
(
−1
2
g¯00 ¨¯gij − Γ¯0miΓ¯m0j − Γ¯n0iΓ¯0nj + Γ¯0ij J¯0
)
pi + G¯4,φφΓ¯
0
ijφ˙ pi = 0 .
Here bar denotes background quantities that only depend on time t in the homogeneous case.
The unperturbed (background) metric,
g¯µν =
(
g¯00 0
0 g¯ij
)
, g¯µν,i = 0 for all i = 1, 2, 3 ; (3.13)
and
hµν ≡ gµν − g¯µν (3.14)
is the linear perturbation to g¯µν . Note that we do not impose any constraints on the spatial
part of the background metric g¯ij . In Appendix B, we provide the expressions for the linearized
Ricci tensor δRµν and the linearized connection coefficients δΓ
γ
αβ .
The linearized scalar field equation takes the form:
−
(
G¯2,X − 2b¯(φ)g¯00
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
))
g¯00
(
p¨i + g¯00g¯
ijpi,ji + J¯0p˙i + φ˙δJ0 − g¯00
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
h00
)
(3.15)
+
((
G¯2,XX − 2b¯,φ
)
φ˙2 − 2b¯(φ)
(
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
))
g¯00g¯00
(
p¨i − Γ¯000p˙i − φ˙δΓ000
)
+ 2b¯(φ)g¯ij g¯klΓ¯0jlφ˙
(
pi,ik − Γ¯0ikp˙i − φ˙δΓ0ik
)
+ 2
(
G¯2,XX − 2b¯,φ
) (
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
)
g¯00g¯00
(
−g¯00φ˙2h00 + φ˙p˙i
)
− 2b¯(φ)g¯00g¯00R¯00φ˙p˙i
− G¯2,XX g¯00
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
(−g¯00)
(
1
2
(−g¯00)φ˙2h00 + φ˙p˙i
)
−
(
G¯2,Xφ −
(
G¯2,XXφ − 2b¯,φφ
)
g¯00φ˙2 + G¯2,XXX g¯
00g¯00φ˙2
(
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
))
g¯00
(
1
2
(−g¯00)φ˙2h00 + φ˙p˙i
)
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−
(
G¯2,φφ +
(
G¯2,Xφφ +
1
2
b¯,φφφg¯
00φ˙2
)
g¯00φ˙2 − (G¯2,XXφ − 2b¯,φφ) g¯00g¯00 (φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙) φ˙2)pi
− G¯2,Xφg¯00
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
pi
+ b¯,φg¯
00g¯00
(
2
(
J¯0 + Γ¯
0
00
)
φ˙φ¨+
(
J¯0J¯0 − Γ¯000Γ¯000
)
φ˙2
)
pi − b¯,φg¯ikg¯jlΓ¯0ijΓ¯0klφ˙2pi
−
(
b¯,φg¯
00g¯00φ˙2R¯00 +
1
2
G¯4,φφR¯
)
pi
+ 2b¯(φ)g¯00g¯00
(
φ˙2R¯00 +
(
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
)2)
g¯00h00
+ 2b¯(φ)g¯klg¯img¯jnΓ¯0ikΓ¯
0
jlφ˙
2hmn
− b¯(φ)g¯00g¯00φ˙2δR00 − 1
2
G¯4,φδR = 0 .
We note that, evaluating in the SVT decomposition, we checked that all Einstein and scalar
field equations agree with the results obtained in Ref. [23] and given above in Eqs. (2.23-2.26);
for details see the Appendix B and E.
3.3 Mode stability analysis
In order to decide whether the linearized system of Einstein and scalar field partial differ-
ential equations is stable under mode fluctuations for given initial data, we will perform a
characteristic analysis and ask if Eqs. (3.10-3.12, 3.15) satisfy necessary conditions to form a
strongly hyperbolic system. Here, we will adapt the canonical analysis as presented, e.g., in
Refs. [18, 38].
First, we re-express the linearized system of PDEs (3.10-3.12, 3.15) in matrix form,
A(t)v¨(t, xm) =
3∑
m,n=1
Bmn(t)
∂2v
∂xm∂xn
(t, xm) +
3∑
m=1
Dm(t)
∂v˙
∂xm
(t, xm) (3.16)
+
3∑
m=1
Em(t)
∂v
∂xm
(t, xm) + F (t)v˙(t, xm) +M(t)v(t, xm) ,
where the vector v is defined by
v ≡ (h00, h0x, h0y, h0z, hxx, hxy, hxz, hyy, hyz, hzz, pi)T ∈ R11 , (3.17)
and A,Bmn, Dm, Em, F , and M ∈ R(11×11) are each real 11 × 11 matrices. The system is
second-order in both space and time derivatives and has variable coefficients but we can reduce
it to a system that is first-order in time derivatives. Further, we will use the so-called frozen
coefficient approximation, i.e., we will treat the system as one with constant coefficients for
each fixed coordinate xµ.
Transforming into Fourier space,
v¨ = i
(
|k|
3∑
m=1
Dˆmk˜m − iFˆ
)
v˙ (3.18)
+
−|k| 3∑
m,n=1
Bˆmnk˜mk˜n + i
3∑
m=1
Eˆmk˜m +
1
|k|Mˆ
 |k|v ,
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where k˜m = km/|k|, and the hat denotes that a matrix is multiplied by A−1, i.e., Bˆmn =
A−1 ×Bmn, Dˆm = A−1 ×Dm, etc., assuming that A is invertible (det(A) 6= 0).
Now, introducing the new variable u = (|k|v,−iv˙)T ∈ R22, the PDE can be rewritten as
a first-order system,
∂tu = iP(ikm)u , (3.19)
where the matrix P is given by
P(ikm) =
(
0 |k|I11
|k|Bˆmnk˜mk˜n − iEˆmk˜m − 1|k|Mˆ |k|Dˆmk˜m − iFˆ
)
. (3.20)
Here, I11 is the 11× 11 identity matrix. The principal part of P is defined by
P0 = |k|
(
0 I11
Bˆmnk˜mk˜n Dˆ
mk˜m
)
, (3.21)
The principal symbol determines mode stability, by definition, i.e., for the system Eq. (3.19)
to be strongly hyperbolic for given initial data it is necessary that P0 is diagonalizable.
To show that this is indeed the case here, we next compute the eigenvalues correspond-
ing to the linearized conformally-coupled L4-Horndeski in Eqs. (3.10-3.12, 3.15) and show
that there is a complete set of eigenvectors. For simplicity, we use the trace-reversed Einstein
equations (3.10-3.12) to eliminate second derivatives of the metric from the scalar field equa-
tion (3.15). Note that reformulating the scalar field equation this way amounts to a simple
re-ordering of the PDE system and, hence, does not alter the characteristic structure of the
theory; for a proof see the Appendix C.
Performing the re-ordering and keeping only terms with second derivatives, Eqs. (3.10-
3.12, 3.15) reduce to
− 1
2
(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)(
g¯00h¨00 + g¯
mnh00,nm
)
(3.22)
− 3
2
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ(φ)
)
p¨i − 1
2
(
−b¯(φ)φ˙2 + g¯00G¯4,φ(φ)
)
g¯mnpi,mn + ... = 0 ;
− 1
2
(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)(
g¯00h¨0i + g¯
mnh0i,nm
)
−
(
− b¯(φ)(−g¯00)φ˙2 + G¯4,φ(φ)
)
p˙i,i + ... = 0 ; (3.23)
− 1
2
(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)(
g¯00h¨ij + g¯
mnhij,nm
)
(3.24)
− 1
2
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ(φ)
)
g¯ij
(
g¯00p¨i + g¯mnpi,nm
)
− G¯4,φ(φ)pi,ji + ... = 0 ;(
G¯2,X + 2b¯(φ)
(
J¯0 + Γ¯
0
00
)
(−g¯00)φ˙+
(
G¯2,XX − 2b¯,φ
)
(−g¯00)φ˙2
)
(−g¯00)p¨i (3.25)
+
3
2
(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)−1 (
b¯(φ)(−g¯00)φ˙2 − G¯4,φ
)2
(−g¯00)p¨i
−
(
G¯2,X + 2b¯(φ)(−g¯00)
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
))
g¯mnpi,nm + 2b¯(φ)g¯
mkg¯nlΓ¯0klφ˙pi,mn
− 1
2
(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)−1 (
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2
(
−b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ
)
+ G¯4,φ
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + 3G¯4,φ
))
g¯mnpi,mn
+ ... = 0 ;
where ... stands for lower than second order terms that do not contribute to the principal
symbol. The coefficient matrices corresponding to second-derivative terms and hence relevant
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for the principal symbol take an upper-triangular form,
A(t) =
(
Ah Ahpi
0 Api
)
, Bmn(t) =
(
Bmnh B
mn
hpi
0 Bmnpi
)
, Dm(t) =
(
0 Dmhpi
0 0
)
. (3.26)
Here Ah and Bmnh are 10 × 10 real diagonal matrices; Ahpi, Bmnhpi , and Dmhpi are 10-dim real
vectors; and Api, and Bmnpi ∈ R are real scalars. For A to be invertible, we must require that
1 +G4 6= 0, Api 6= 0.
It is immediately apparent from the matrix representation in what way the PDE struc-
ture of Horndeski theories deviates from Einstein gravity with a minimally-coupled scalar
field: in the Horndeski case, Ahpi, Bmnhpi , and D
m
hpi are non-zero; the ‘braiding’ effect mani-
fests itself through the non-zero off-diagonal terms. In the case of Einstein gravity, the same
quantities are all zero such that the matrices A,Bmn are diagonal and the matrix Dm ≡ 0.
The characteristic polynomial χ(λ) corresponding to P0 as given in Eq. (3.21) takes the
simple form
χ(λ) ≡ det |λ I22 − P0| =
(
λ2 − (−g¯00)g¯mnk˜mk˜n
)10(
λ2 − B
mn
pi
Api
k˜mk˜n
)
. (3.27)
That means, the eigenvalues of P0,
λ± = ±
√
(−g¯00)g¯mnk˜mk˜n , (3.28)
c±S = ±
√
A−1pi Bmnpi k˜mk˜n , (3.29)
are all real if and only if
A−1pi B
mn
pi k˜mk˜n > 0. (3.30)
It follows that the system is weakly hyperbolic when Eq. (3.30) is satisfied.
The eigenvectors corresponding to λ± are inherited from Einstein gravity and, in accor-
dance with the well-posedness of the Einstein equations, the associated twenty eigenvectors
are linearly independent and bounded, given reasonable assumptions on the background met-
ric; for details see the Appendix D.
The eigenvectors corresponding to the remaining two eigenvalues c±S take the form
s± =
(
v±tt , ... , v
±
zz, 1/c
±
S , w
±
tt , ... , w
±
zz, 1
)
, (3.31)
where
v±µν =
c±SA
µν
hpi + (1/c
∓
S )B
µν
hpi −Dµνhpi
c2S g¯
00 + g¯mnk˜mk˜n
, (3.32)
w±µν =
c2SA
µν
hpi −Bµνhpi − c∓SDµνhpi
c2S g¯
00 + g¯mnk˜mk˜n
; (3.33)
and the coefficients Aµνhpi, B
µν
hpi , D
µν
hpi can be read off from the perturbed Einstein equations (3.10-
3.12). Both eigenvectors s± are linearly independent and finite if c±S 6= 0 and the denominator
of v±µν and w±µν is non-zero, i.e.,
c2S 6= (−g¯00)g¯mnk˜mk˜n . (3.34)
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This condition is straightforward for cosmological backgrounds of interest. For example, for
an FRW background, it is equivalent to choosing a time coordinate such that Eq. (3.34) is
satisfied.
Together with the 20 eigenvectors corresponding to λ±, s± form a complete set, for
details see the Appendix D. In particular, the principal symbol P0 is diagonalizable and
hence the initial value problem for the linearized Horndeski theory around homogeneous
backgrounds as in Eqs. (3.10-3.12, 3.15) is strongly hyperbolic in the frozen coefficient
approximation and choosing any generalized harmonic source function.
This result is significant because it implies that arbitrarily small wavelength mode fluc-
tuations do not grow to large amplitudes on arbitrarily small timescales, which is the sine
qua non of any non-perturbative, numerical application. Notably, strong hyperbolicity holds
for more general backgrounds and for any generalized harmonic source function; for details
see the Appendix D.
4 Relation to cosmological perturbation theory
We close our analysis by connecting our results obtained using the generalized harmonic
formulation to cosmological perturbation theory.
First, we explain why mode stability of the coupled Einstein-scalar field PDE system
cannot be studied in the SVT decomposition and discuss what the notion of ‘gradient insta-
bility’ in earlier studies (see, e.g., [8, 10, 21]) actually describes. In particular, we contrast the
implications for theories with scalar fields minimally coupled to Einstein gravity and scalar
field theories that involve L3-Horndeski modifications to Einstein gravity and beyond.
Second, we briefly outline how the cosmological gauges can be defined using generalized
harmonic source functions. We will provide a detailed analysis including worked examples in
forthcoming publications [22].
4.1 Mode stability and SVT decomposition
As presented above in Sec. 2.1.1, the underlying idea of the SVT decomposition was to re-
duce the study of the coupled linearized Einstein-scalar field PDE system to the study of
decoupled ODEs that all describe the time evolution of amplitudes corresponding to different
co-moving wavenumbers for scalar, vector, and tensor perturbations. Such a simplification
is perfectly reasonable and fruitful when it comes to extracting observables from linearized
Einstein gravity with minimally coupled scalars for FRW spacetimes, as was the original pur-
pose of the scheme. But, when it comes to analyses of mode stability for a PDE system, i.e.,
verifying that arbitrarily small wavelength mode fluctuations do not grow to large amplitudes
on arbitrarily small timescales, the SVT decomposition has a threefold shortcoming:
- First, and most obviously, the SVT decomposition combined with algebraic gauge fixing
cannot be used to study the characteristic structure or mode stability of the associated
Einstein-scalar PDE system, by construction.
- Second, such a simplification is only possible due to the symmetry properties of FRW
spacetimes. More generic spacetimes without special symmetry properties do not admit a
corresponding basis. Hence, unlike the harmonic formulation, the SVT decomposition is
limited to linearizing around FRW spacetimes, by construction.
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- Third, due to replacing linearized metric components by spatial derivatives of scalars, ODEs
describing the amplitudes of scalar and vector modes are generically higher than second
order; for details see the Appendix E. In practice, the higher derivatives are removed
by a combination of algebraic gauge fixing (e.g., setting  = 0), elimination of gauge
variables using the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints, and integration of the 0i-
and ij-components that each take the form (...),i = 0 and (...),ij = 0, until there remain
only three decoupled ODEs each describing the evolution of the scalar, vector, and tensor
amplitudes, respectively.
At the same time, having completed a proper mode stability analysis of the linearized
Einstein-scalar PDE system using the generalized harmonic formulation, we can relate earlier
‘stability’ analyses of the decoupled ODEs using cosmological perturbation theory to mode
stability of the PDE system. Below, we will show the implications both for Einstein gravity
(Gi ≡ 0, i ≥ 3) and L3-Horndeski modifications to Einstein gravity and beyond (G3 6= 0).
4.1.1 Einstein gravity with minimally coupled scalars (Gi(X,φ) ≡ 0, i ≥ 3)
Around a homogeneous FRW background, the linearized trace-reversed Einstein equations
take the form,
δRµν = G¯2,X
(
pi,µφ,ν + φ,µpi,ν
)
+
1
2
G2,XX g¯
00φ˙3
(
1
2
g¯00g¯µν − δµ0 δν0
)(
2p˙i + φ˙(−g¯00)h00
)
(4.1)
−
((
G¯2,φ +
1
2
G2,Xφg¯
00φ˙2
)
g¯µν − G¯2,Xφφ˙2δµ0 δν0
)
pi −
(
G¯2 +
1
2
G¯2,X g¯
00φ˙2
)
hµν ;
and the linearized scalar-field equation is given by
− G¯2,X g¯00
(
p¨i + g¯00g¯
ijpi,ji + J¯0p˙i + φ˙δJ0 − g¯00
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
h00
)
(4.2)
+ G¯2,XX φ˙
2g¯00g¯00
(
p¨i − Γ¯000p˙i − φ˙δΓ000
)
+ 2G¯2,XX
(
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
)
g¯00g¯00
(
−g¯00φ˙2h00 + φ˙p˙i
)
− G¯2,XX g¯00
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
(−g¯00)
(
−1
2
g¯00φ˙2h00 + φ˙p˙i
)
−
(
G¯2,Xφ − G¯2,XXφg¯00φ˙2 + G¯2,XXX g¯00g¯00φ˙2
(
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
))
g¯00
(
1
2
φ˙2(−g¯00)h00 + φ˙p˙i
)
−
(
G¯2,φφ + G¯2,Xφg¯
00
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
+ G¯2,Xφφg¯
00φ˙2 − G¯2,XXφg¯00g¯00
(
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
)
φ˙2
)
pi = 0 .
It is apparent that, in matrix representation, both coefficient matrices A,Bmn entering the
principal symbol as introduced in Eq. (3.16) are diagonal and Dm ≡ 0. The condition for
weak hyperbolicity (3.30) reduces to c2S = A
−1
pi B
mn
pi k˜mk˜n ≥ 0. Since 1/c±S is the only non-
trivial entry in the pi-eigenvectors given above in Eq. (3.31), weak hyperbolicity implies strong
hyperbolicity if we additionally demand c±S 6= 0, as otherwise the eigenvectors would blow up.
In cosmological perturbation theory, from the three ODEs characterizing the scalar, vec-
tor, and tensor amplitudes of the linearized Einstein-scalar field system in SVT decomposition,
the only non-trivial evolution equation is the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (2.51),
d2
dt2
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
=
H˙(t)
ρK(t)
k2
a2
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
(4.3)
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− d
dt
ln
(
a3(t)
ρK(t)
H2(t)
)
d
dt
(
− ψ +H(t)δu
)
;
where the Mukhanov variable v ≡ −ψ + H(t)δu (with δu ≡ −pi/φ˙) is invariant under in-
finitesimal coordinate transformations. It is straightforward to see that the Mukhanov-Sasaki
equation has the same characteristic structure as the pi-equation, either by gauge fixing
(ψ = 0) or by direct comparison of the coefficients of second-derivative terms while setting
g¯00 = −1, g¯ij = a2(t)δij in Eq. (4.2),
A−1pi B
mn
pi k˜mk˜n =
G¯2,X
G¯2,X + G¯2,XX φ˙2
= − H˙(t)
ρK(t)
. (4.4)
Hence, the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation in the case of Einstein gravity with minimally-coupled
scalar fields can indeed be used to analyze the characteristic structure of the PDE: Requiring
positivity of the term ∝ k2 (called ‘no gradient instability’ in the cosmology literature) in
this ODE is sufficient to ensure mode stability of the linearized PDE system. Conversely,
negativity of the term ∝ k2 (called ‘imaginary sound speed’) implies that both the Mukhanov-
Sasaki equation and the linearized Einstein-scalar field PDE system turn elliptic. In this latter
case, since we are interested in solving an initial value problem, uniqueness of the solution
is immediately lost and arbitrarily small perturbations can carry away the system from the
background solution. This fact invalidates a common claim made in the literature that an
imaginary sound speed in Eq. (4.3) can lead to healthy cosmological scenarios provided the
sound speed remains imaginary for a sufficiently short time [8, 10]. Quite the opposite, as
soon as the sound speed turns imaginary, the theory instantaneously becomes ill-posed.
Note that this relation between the Mukhanov-Sasaki ODEs and the mode stability of
the PDE system was not obvious without actually doing the full principal symbol analysis,
as first done here. Nor is it generally the case, as will be shown next. Furthermore, the
mode stability analysis provides a deeper understanding of the role of c±S . In fact, while
cosmologists conventionally cite c±S 6= 0 as a necessary condition for canonical quantization of
scalar amplitudes, the truth is that non-zero c±S is already required for strong hyperbolicity
of the purely classical system.
4.1.2 L3-Horndeski theories and beyond (G3(X,φ) 6= 0)
Similar to the case of Einstein gravity with minimally coupled scalars, the Horndeski version
of the Mukhanov-Sasaki equation (2.48) reflects the characteristic structure of the linearized
scalar field ODE in L3-Horndeski theories and beyond when perturbing around an FRW
background, as can be straightforwardly verified by direct comparison of the expressions.
However, as we have seen above in Sec. 3, one way the ‘braiding’ effect manifests itself
is by its altering the coefficient matrices A,Bmn, and Dm from being strictly diagonal ma-
trices to upper-triangular matrices with non-trivial off-diagonal components due to non-zero
Ahpi, B
mn
hpi , D
m
hpi. The presence of these terms changes the structure of the principal symbol
and the two pi-eigenvectors, and introduces new constraints on their boundedness. For this
reason, the condition that the two eigenvalues c±S associated with the linearized scalar field
equation be real and non-zero only ensures weak hyperbolicity of the initial value problem
when perturbing around FRW backgrounds. But it does not satisfy the necessary conditions
for strong hyperbolicity. This is a crucial difference from the case of Einstein gravity with
minimally coupled scalar fields.
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Another way the ‘braiding’ effect manifests itself is the explicit φ, φ˙-dependence of the
coefficient matrix Em describing the PDE system of Einstein and scalar field equations (3.16).
It is immediately apparent from Eq. (3.20) that the Em matrix governs the dynamics of long-
wavelength modes. That means, while Em does not enter the principal symbol and is thus
negligible when studying mode stability under arbitrarily small wavelength fluctuations, it is
indispensable to include Em for physical applications since it is this matrix that determines
the dynamics on long-wavelengths of cosmological interest and, depending on the model,
possibly all scales larger than the Planck length.
A corollary is that the popular effective field theory (EFT) formulation of these theories,
see e.g., [9], using ADM slicing combined with unitary or spatially-flat gauge choice provides
insufficient information to ensure linear well-posedness around FRW backgrounds. In partic-
ular, simply demanding that the coefficient of the gradient term (or the ‘sound speed’) be
positive in the ζ or pi-action is not enough to prevent arbitrarily small wavelength fluctuations
from carrying the system away from the background solution. More than that, by reducing
the analysis to the unitary (or spatially-flat) gauge variable ζ (or pi), as is standard in EFT
analyses, only the |k| → ∞ limit of the theory is being studied while no proper account is
taken of the dynamical behavior at macroscopic wave-lengths, i.e., in the realm where the
EFT is supposed to be valid.
4.2 Harmonic source functions for cosmological gauges
The fact that cosmological perturbation theory is ill-suited for mode stability analyses is not
surprising, as it was never developed for this purpose and especially not for evaluating the
characteristic behavior of modified gravity theories. Rather, as we emphasized in Sec. 2, the
real utility of the concept has been to extract observables of linearized scalar field theories
minimally coupled to Einstein gravity in a particularly economical way. As we have shown,
the harmonic formulation, on the other hand, provides a scheme to study mode stability
and is thus well-suited for numerical implementation. But it is not immediately obvious how
to extract observables within our harmonic scheme, whether from the linearized theory or
non-perturbatively.
For completeness, we describe what the harmonic source functions are in terms of gauge
invariant variables for several commonly used cosmological gauges on linearly perturbed FRW
backgrounds. This will be helpful in devising dynamical gauge equations for the source
functions that can evolve a spacetime along slicings similar to the corresponding cosmological
gauges. A detailed study including fully worked examples will be given in forthcoming work;
see [22].
4.2.1 Basic strategy
A generalized harmonic gauge is fixed by the four source functions Jµ (µ = 0, ..., 3) defined
in Eq. (1.1). Conversely, each component of a harmonic source function can be expressed
through elements of the metric; for details see the Appendix B. We will exploit this latter
feature to choose harmonic source functions for the linearized theory.
As with other covariant quantities, Jµ can be defined perturbatively, order-by-order as
Jµ = J¯µ + δJµ + δJ
(2)
µ + ... , (4.5)
where δJµ is the linearized harmonic source function, δJ
(2)
µ the second-order correction, etc.
In particular, to fix the gauge at linear order in perturbation theory, we only need to define
δJµ.
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Using the SVT decomposition of the linearized metric, the linearized harmonic source
functions can be expressed as follows,
δJ0 = −α˙− 3ψ˙ + δkl
(
˙− a−1√−g¯00 β
)
,lk
, (4.6)
δJi =
(
α− ψ − δkl,lk
)
,i
− a
√
−g¯00
(
β˙ −
(
H − 1
2
˙¯g00g¯
00
)
β
)
,i
(4.7)
− a
√
−g¯00
(
B˙i −
(
H − 1
2
˙¯g00g¯
00
)
Bi
)
− 2δklSi,lk ;
for the derivation see the Appendix E. Now we are ready to use cosmological perturbation
theory to find the expressions for the linearized harmonic source functions.
More precisely, to find the linearized harmonic source function for a given cosmological
gauge and perturbation, perform following steps:
1. after fixing the gauge using cosmological perturbation theory, express each scalar and
vector metric element in terms of a single scalar ϑ and vector Ti, respectively;
2. find the second-order ODEs for the dynamical gauge variables ϑ and Ti;
3. solve the ODEs for ϑ and Ti;
4. perform inverse Fourier transform to express ϑ and Ti in terms of the coordinates;
5. substitute into Eqs. (4.6-4.7).
Note that it is essential for the harmonic formulation to actually solve the ODE for ϑ and Ti,
and to express Jµ directly as an algebraic function of the coordinates xµ.
Obviously, the harmonic scheme is not as simple as the concept of cosmological pertur-
bation theory. But, however simple the latter might be, it is ill-suited for applications such
as mode stability analyses and non-perturbative, numerical implementation – issues that our
harmonic scheme is designed for and can readily handle.
4.2.2 Example
In the following, we give an example by showing how to fix the scalar part of δJµ to represent
Newtonian gauge in scalar field theories minimally-coupled to Einstein gravity.
The scalar part of the linearized harmonic gauge condition (4.6-4.7) takes the form
δJ0 = −α˙− 3ψ˙ + δkl
(
˙− a−1β)
,lk
, (4.8)
δJi = ∂iδJ, where δJ = α− ψ − δkl,lk + a
(
β˙ −Hβ
)
. (4.9)
Here, for simplicity, we chose physical time (g¯00 = −1) to fix the background time slicing, in
particular, J¯0 = 3H, J¯i = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3); for details see Eq. (B.27) in the Appendix B.
The defining feature of Newtonian gauge, introduced in Sec. 2.2.3, is zero shear, i.e.,
β,  ≡ 0. Evaluating the linearized anisotropy constraint (2.35) for minimally-coupled scalar
field theories in Newtonian gauge, it is well-known that
Φ = Ψ . (4.10)
Substituting Eq. (4.10) into (4.8-4.9), we obtain the expressions
δJ0 = −4Ψ˙ and δJ ≡ 0. (4.11)
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Intriguingly, the generalized harmonic representation of Newtonian gauge is remarkably simple
in that the spatial slicing coincides with harmonic gauge (xµ ≡ 0) such that the two gauges
differs only w.r.t. time slicing.
Again, in practice it is essential to solve the ODE (2.50) for Ψ,
Ψ¨ =
H˙
ρK
k2
a2
Ψ +
(
H¨
H˙
−H
)
Ψ˙ +
(
H¨H
H˙
− 2H˙
)
Ψ , (4.12)
then perform the inverse Fourier transform of the solution, and first then to substitute for
δJ0 so that the source function is truly a function of the coordinates.
5 Summary and Outlook
The goal of this study has been to identify and explain the first steps towards fully non-
perturbative cosmology, a new avenue of theoretical analysis that introduces elements of
mathematical and numerical general relativity into exploring the evolution of the universe.
The applications we have in mind range from analytically assessing the linear mode stability
of cosmological scenarios, to setting a valid formulation for numerical relativity computations,
to determining the proper method to extract cosmological observables from non-perturbative
simulations.
Until now, cosmologists have relied for the most part on conventional perturbation the-
ory developed in the 1980s based on the SVT decomposition of linearized metric variables
combined with the ADM formulation of the field equations and algebraic gauge fixing. This
approach was adequate for analyzing cosmologies based on Einstein gravity and minimally-
coupled scalar fields admitting FRW backgrounds solutions. In some limited cases, effective
field theory provides a convenient short cut. However, as we have emphasized, these tech-
niques are not reliable or complete for analyzing more complex theories, a point that has been
missed in numerous earlier papers.
The approach that we adopted is based on the harmonic formulation of the field equa-
tions pioneered in mathematical general relativity to show uniqueness and existence of the
full non-linear Einstein equations, and later incorporated into the first successful numerical
relativity codes used to analyze black hole inspiral, merger and ringdown. Here, we have
discussed applying these techniques to cosmology, which typically focuses on homogeneous
backgrounds described by the FRW metric. In exploring theories of the early universe or
dark energy, cosmologists are interested in tracking the evolution over a short, finite period of
time. For example, in bouncing cosmologies, the application of non-perturbative cosmology is
to studying the modifications of Einstein gravity that are only significant after a long period
of cosmological smoothing and during a bounce phase that lasts perhaps 1000 or so Planck
times.
The use of the harmonic formulation as described in this paper is, for cosmological
applications, not an endpoint but rather a first step. Before proceeding towards numeri-
cal simulations, it is indispensable to show, as we have for the case of conformally coupled
L4-Horndeski theories, that the theory is linearly well-posed around a typical cosmological
background satisfying certain physically well-motivated conditions on the sound speed of
scalar field perturbations. In addition, it is essential to determine if the same holds for small
deviations from a homogeneous background to be sure that a numerical simulation is not
being set on a ‘knife-edge’ of instability. We have demonstrated how to perform these tests
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by computing and analyzing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, as shown in Section 3 and
Appendix D.
In cases like L3-Horndeski theories and beyond, this is currently the limit of purely
mathematical analysis. If the analytic tests are passed, the next stage is to develop a numerical
relativity code that checks the non-perturbative behavior of the theory with initial data
corresponding to cosmological background conditions. Here, as in simulations of black hole
mergers, the harmonic scheme is a powerful approach for defining a well-posed formulation.
Furthermore, the explicit computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the principal
symbol, as done in Section 3.3 and Appendix D, can be used to identify the key diagnostics
that need to be tracked in the simulation.
Of course, black hole mergers are studied in asymptotically flat backgrounds and typi-
cally the only observable of interest is the spectrum of gravitational waves that propagate to
the far field. Cosmological backgrounds of interest are not asymptotically flat and there are
different observables. Here a refinement of the harmonic formulation, namely gauge fixing
through the harmonic source function, plays a key role in extracting observable quantities
from the non-perturbative numerical computation. In this paper, we only briefly outlined
the gauge fixing protocol. Precisely how this is done will be the subject of a companion
publication [22].
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A Derivation of the Einstein and scalar field equations (3.7) and (3.8)
In this Appendix, we derive the covariant Einstein and scalar field equations in generalized
harmonic formulation as given in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) also including some formulae that we
use throughout the paper.
Expanding all derivatives, the Einstein equations (2.21) take the form:
− 1
4
(
1 +G4(φ)
)
δµα1α2νβ1β2 Rα1α2
β1β2 (A.1)
+ 2
(
− b(φ)X + 1
2
G4,φ
)
δµανβ∇α∇βφ− b(φ)δµα1α2νβ1β2
(
∇α1φ∇β1φ
)
∇α2∇β2φ
−
(
G2(X,φ) + 2G4,φφ(φ)X − 2b,φ(φ)X2
)
δµν
−
(
G2,X(X,φ)− 2b,φ(φ)X +G4,φφ(φ)
)
∇µφ∇νφ = 0 ;
and the scalar field equation (2.22) takes the form
−
(
G2,X + 2 (G2,XX − 2b,φ)X
)
φ (A.2)
− (G2,XX − 2b,φ) δα1α2β1β2 ∇α1φ∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ+ b(φ)δ
α1α2
β1β2
∇α1∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ
−
(
− b(φ)X + 1
2
G4,φ
)
R+
1
4
b(φ)δα1α2α3β1β2β3
(
∇α1φ∇β1φ
)
Rα2α3
β2β3
+ 2X (G2,Xφ − b,φφX)−G2,φ = 0 .
Here,
δi1...inj1...jn ≡ n!δi1...in[j1...jn] (A.3)
is the generalized Kronecker delta1;
Rαβγ
ν ≡ ∂βΓνγα − ∂γΓνβα + ΓνβλΓλγα − ΓνγλΓλβα (A.4)
is the Riemann tensor; and
Rαβ
µν ≡ gµγRαβγν . (A.5)
The Ricci tensor is given by
Rµν ≡ Rµλνλ ; (A.6)
and we re-express the Einstein tensor in terms of the Riemann tensor as
Gµν = −
1
4
δµα1α2νβ1β2 Rα1α2
β1β2 . (A.7)
In addition, we write two-derivative expressions as follows
φ∇µφ∇νφ = δµβ1δα1ν δ
α2
β2
∇α1φ∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ ; (A.8)
δµν∇λφ∇λX = −δµν δα1β2 δ
α2
β1
∇α1φ∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ ; (A.9)
∇µφ∇νX = −δµβ1δ
α1
β2
δα2ν ∇α1φ∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ ; (A.10)
∇νφ∇µX = −δµβ2δα1ν δ
α2
β1
∇α1φ∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ , (A.11)
1 In particular, δi1i2j1j2 = δ
i1
j1
δi2j2−δi1j2δi2j1 ; and δi1i2i3j1j2j3 = δi1j1δi2j2δi3j3−δi1j1δi2j3δi3j2 +δi1j2δi2j3δi3j1−δi1j2δi2j1δi3j3 +δi1j3δi2j1δi3j2−
δi1j3δ
i2
j2
δi3j1 .
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such that
φ∇µφ∇νφ− δµν∇λφ∇λX +∇µφ∇νX +∇νφ∇µX = −δµα1α2νβ1β2 ∇α1φ∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ (A.12)
− 2Xδµανβ∇α∇βφ .
Taking the trace of the Einstein equations,
R = −Tαα , (A.13)
we find
R = 6
(
− b(φ)X + 1
2
G4,φ
)
φ− 2b(φ)δα1α2β1β2
(
∇α1φ∇β1φ
)
∇α2∇β2φ (A.14)
− 4G2(X,φ) + 2G2,XX − 6G4,φφX + 4b,φ(φ)X2 −G4(φ)R ;
and the trace-reversed Einstein equations
Rµν = Tµν − 1
2
gµνT
α
α (A.15)
take the form
Rµν =
(
−G2(X,φ) +G2,XX −G4,φφ(φ)X
)
gµν (A.16)
+
(
G2,X(X,φ)− 2b,φ(φ)X +G4,φφ(φ)
)
∇µφ∇νφ
+
(
− b(φ)X + 1
2
G4,φ
)(
2∇µ∇νφ+ gµνφ
)
− b(φ)
(
∇µφ∇νX +∇νφ∇µX +φ∇µφ∇νφ− 2X∇µ∇νφ
)
−G4(φ)Rµν ;
or equivalently,(
1 +G4(φ)
)
Rµν =
(
−G2(X,φ) +G2,XX −G4,φφ(φ)X
)
δµν (A.17)
+
(
G2,X(X,φ)− 2b,φ(φ)X +G4,φφ(φ)
)
∇µφ∇νφ
+
(
− b(φ)X + 1
2
G4,φ
)(
3δµνφ− 2δµανβ∇α∇βφ
)
+ b(φ)
(
δµα1α2νβ1β2 − δµν δ
α1α2
β1β2
)
∇α1φ∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ .
In any generalized harmonic gauge,
xµ − Jµ ≡ 0 , (A.18)
the Ricci tensor takes the form
Rµν = −1
2
gγσ∂γ∂σgµν − ∂(µJν) + ΓγµνJγ −
1
2
∂νg
αβ∂αgβµ − 1
2
∂µg
αβ∂αgβν − ΓγαµΓαγν ;(A.19)
and second covariant derivatives of the scalar field are given by
φ = gαβφ,βα + Jαφ,α ; (A.20)
∇µ∇νφ = φ,νµ − Γσµνφ,σ . (A.21)
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Substituting Eqs. (A.19-A.21) into Eqs. (A.16) and (A.2) yields the trace-reversed Einstein
and scalar field equations in generalized harmonic formulation as given in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8);
except that in Eq. (3.8) we did not substitute the harmonic expressions for the curvature terms
Rµν and R in Eq. (3.8). This is because we want to make manifest that, if the coupling to
the 4-Ricci scalar is positive definite for all values of the field φ, i.e., 1 + G4(φ) > 0, we can
eliminate R using Eq. (A.14) and Rµν using the trace-reversed Einstein equations (A.16) such
that the scalar field equation entails only second derivatives of the field but not of the metric.
B Linearized Einstein equations (3.10-3.12) in harmonic formulation
In this Appendix, we provide all linearized curvature terms in harmonic formulation used in
the perturbed Einstein equations (3.10-3.12).
As above, bar denotes the unperturbed (background) metric,
g¯µν =
(
g¯00 0
0 g¯ij
)
, g¯µν,i = 0 for all i = 1, 2, 3 ; (B.1)
and
hµν ≡ gµν − g¯µν (B.2)
is the linear perturbation to g¯µν . Notice that on a Minkowski background (g¯µν = ηµν), we
recover δRµν = −12hµν−δJ(µ,ν); in particular, δRµν = −12hµν in harmonic gauge (Jµ ≡ 0).
The inverse of the linearized metric perturbation is given by
hµν = gµν − g¯µν = −g¯µρg¯νσhρσ ; (B.3)
i.e.,
h00 = −g¯00g¯00h00 , h0i = −g¯ij g¯00h0ij , hij = −g¯img¯jnhmn . (B.4)
Linearizing the connection terms
Γµνλ ≡
1
2
gµρ (gρν,λ + gρλ,ν − gλν,ρ) (B.5)
yields
δΓµνλ =
1
2
g¯µρ
(
hρν,λ + hρλ,ν − hλν,ρ − 2hρσΓ¯σνλ
)
, (B.6)
i.e.,
δΓ000 =
1
2
g¯00
(
h˙00 − 2h00Γ¯000
)
, (B.7)
δΓi00 =
1
2
g¯ij
(
2h˙j0 − h00,j − 2hj0Γ¯000
)
, (B.8)
δΓ00i =
1
2
g¯00
(
h00,i − 2h0kΓ¯k0i
)
, (B.9)
δΓl0k =
1
2
g¯ll
(
h˙kl + hl0,k − h0k,l − 2hlmΓ¯m0k
)
, (B.10)
δΓ0kl =
1
2
g¯00
(
h0k,l + h0l,k − h˙kl − 2h00Γ¯0kl
)
, (B.11)
δΓlik =
1
2
g¯lm
(
hmi,k + hmk,i − hik,m − 2hm0Γ¯0ik
)
. (B.12)
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Here, the background expressions Γ¯µνλ are given by
Γ¯000 =
1
2
g¯00 ˙¯g00 , Γ¯
l
k0 =
1
2
g¯lm ˙¯gmk , Γ¯
0
ij = −
1
2
g¯00 ˙¯gij , Γ¯
i
00 = Γ¯
0
i0 = Γ¯
k
ij = 0 . (B.13)
Substituting into Eq. (A.19), the homogeneous part of the Ricci tensor is given by
R¯µν = −1
2
g¯00 ¨¯gµν − ∂(µJ¯ν) + Γ¯0µν J¯0 −
1
2
g¯00,ν ˙¯g0µ − 1
2
g¯00,µ ˙¯g0ν − Γ¯γαµΓ¯αγν ; (B.14)
i.e.,
R¯00 = −1
2
g00 ¨¯g00 − ˙¯J0 + Γ¯000J¯0 − ˙¯g00 ˙¯g00 − Γ¯000Γ¯000 − Γ¯lk0Γ¯kl0 ; (B.15)
R¯0i = R¯i0 = 0 ; (B.16)
R¯ij = −1
2
g00 ¨¯gij + Γ¯
0
ij J¯0 − Γ¯k0iΓ¯0kj − Γ¯0kiΓ¯k0j . (B.17)
and, finally,
R¯ = g¯00R¯00 + g¯
ijR¯ij (B.18)
= g¯00
(
−1
2
g¯00 ¨¯g00 − ˙¯J0 + Γ¯000J¯0 − ˙¯g00 ˙¯g00 − Γ¯000Γ¯000 − Γ¯lk0Γ¯kl0
)
+ g¯ij
(
−1
2
g00 ¨¯gij + Γ¯
0
ij J¯0 − Γ¯k0iΓ¯0kj − Γ¯0kiΓ¯k0j
)
. (B.19)
For example, in harmonic gauge (Jµ ≡ 0), R¯00 = 3
(
−H˙ + 2H2
)
; R¯ij = a
−4H˙δij ; and
R¯ = 6 a−6
(
H˙ −H2
)
.
The linearized Ricci tensor takes the form
δRµν = −1
2
g¯αβhµν,βα − δJ(µ,ν) −
1
2
hαβ g¯µν,βα + Γ¯
α
µνδJα + δΓ
α
µν J¯α (B.20)
− Γ¯βαµδΓαβν − δΓβαµΓ¯αβν −
1
2
g¯αβ,νhβµ,α − 1
2
hαβ,ν g¯βµ,α − 1
2
g¯αβ,µhβν,α − 1
2
hαβ,µg¯βν,α ;
such that the components of the linearized Ricci tensor are given by
δR00 = −1
2
(
g¯00h¨00 + g¯
klh00,lk
)
− δJ0,0 + 1
2
g¯00 ˙¯g00δJ0 + δΓ
0
00J¯0 (B.21)
+
(
g¯00g¯00 ˙¯g00 − ˙¯g00
)
h˙00 − ˙¯gklhl0,k +
(
2 ˙¯g00 ˙¯g00 +
1
2
g¯00 ¨¯g00
)
g¯00h00
− 2Γ¯000δΓ000 − 2Γ¯kl0δΓlk0 ;
δR0i = −1
2
(
g¯00h¨0i + g¯
klh0i,lk
)
− δJ(0,i) +
1
2
g¯mn ˙¯gniδJm + δΓ
0
0iJ¯0 (B.22)
+
1
2
g¯00g¯00 ˙¯g00h00,i − 1
2
˙¯g00h˙0i +
1
2
g¯00g¯mn ˙¯gnih˙0m − 1
2
˙¯gmnhni,m ;
δRij = −1
2
(
g¯00h¨ij + g¯
klhij,lk
)
− δJ(i,j) −
1
2
g¯00 ˙¯gijδJ0 + δΓ
0
ij J¯0 (B.23)
− 1
2
(−g¯00)g¯kl ˙¯gkih0l,j − 1
2
(−g¯00)g¯kl ˙¯gkjh0k,i + 1
2
g¯00g¯00 ¨¯gijh00
− Γ¯k0iδΓ0kj − Γ¯0kiδΓk0j − Γ¯0kjδΓk0i − Γ¯k0jδΓ0ki ;
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and the linearized Ricci scalar is given by
δR = g¯00δR00 + g¯
klδRkl − g¯00g¯00h00R¯00 − g¯kmg¯lnhmnR¯kl . (B.24)
Finally, evaluating the covariant trace equation as given in Eq. (A.14) for the background
and the linearized metric yields in generalized harmonic gauge(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)
R¯ = −4 G¯2(X,φ) +
(
G¯2,X − 3G4,φφ
)
(−g¯00)φ˙2 + b¯,φ(φ)g¯00g¯00φ˙4 (B.25)
+ 3
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ
)(
g¯00φ¨+ g¯00J¯0φ˙
)
− 2b¯(φ)g¯00g¯00φ˙3
(
J¯0 + Γ¯
0
00
)
;(
1 + G¯4(φ)
)
δR = 3
(
b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2 + G¯4,φ
)(
g¯αβpi,βα−g¯00g¯00φ¨h00 + g¯00J¯0p˙i + φ˙δJ0
)
(B.26)
− 2b¯(φ)g¯00φ˙2
(
g¯klpi,lk +φ˙
(
δJ0 + g¯00δΓ000
))
+
(
−G¯2,X − 1
2
(
G¯2,XX + 4b¯,φ
)
g¯00φ˙2 − 3G4,φφ
)(
2(−g¯00)φ˙p˙i + g¯00g¯00φ˙2h00
)
− b¯(φ)g¯00g¯00
(
3φ¨+
(
J¯0 − 2Γ¯000
)
φ˙
)
φ˙2 g¯00h00 + 6b¯(φ)g¯
00g¯00
(
φ¨− Γ¯000φ˙
)
φ˙p˙i
+
(
−4G¯2,φ +
(
G¯2,Xφ − 3G¯4,φφφ
)
(−g¯00)φ˙2 + b¯,φφg¯00g¯00φ˙4
)
pi
+ b¯,φg¯
00g¯00φ˙2
(
3φ¨+ J¯0φ˙− 2Γ¯000φ˙
)
pi − 3G¯4,φφ
(
φ¨+ J¯0φ˙
)
(−g¯00)pi − G¯4,φR¯ pi .
For completeness, we also derive the linearized expressions for the harmonic source
functions in terms of the linearized metric:
Substituting  ≡ (1/√−g)∂α(√−ggαβ∂β), the harmonic gauge condition in Eq. (A.18)
can be re-written as
Jµ = ln(
√−g),µ − gαβgβµ,α = 1
2
gαβgαβ,µ − gαβgβµ,α . (B.27)
Linearizing Eq. (B.27), the perturbed harmonic source function δJµ is given by
δJµ =
1
2
g¯αβhαβ,µ +
1
2
hαβ g¯αβ,µ − hαµg¯µµ,α − g¯αβhβµ,α (B.28)
=
1
2
g¯00h00,µ +
1
2
g¯klhkl,µ − 1
2
g¯αβ,µg¯
αρg¯βσhρσ + g¯
00g¯µµ ˙¯gµµh0µ − g¯αβhβµ,α ;
in particular, for a homogeneous background as specified in Eq. (B.1),
δJ0 = −1
2
g¯00h˙00 +
1
2
g¯klh˙kl − g¯klhl0,k + 1
2
g¯00g¯00 ˙¯g00h00 − 1
2
˙¯gklg¯
kmg¯lnhmn , (B.29)
δJi =
1
2
g¯00h00,i +
1
2
g¯klhkl,i − g¯00h˙0i − g¯klhli,k + g¯00g¯ii ˙¯giih0i . (B.30)
We note that setting g¯00 = −1, g¯ij = a2(t)δij , J¯0 = 3H; J¯i = 0 and the components of
the Ricci scalar take the form
δR00 =
1
2
(
h¨00 − a−2δklh00,lk
)
− δJ0,0 − 3
2
Hh˙00 − a−2Hδkl
(
h˙kl − 2hl0,k − 2Hhlk
)
; (B.31)
δR0i =
1
2
(
h¨0i − a−2δklh0i,lk
)
− δJ(0,i) +HδJi (B.32)
− 2Hh˙0i − 1
2
Hh00,i + a
−2Hδkl
(
hli,k − 1
2
hlk,i
)
+ 5H2h0i;
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δRij =
1
2
(
h¨ij − a−2δklhij,lk
)
− δJ(i,j) + a2HδijδJ0 (B.33)
− 3
2
H (h0i,j + h0j,i)− 1
2
Hh˙ij + a
2
(
H˙ + 3H2
)
δijh00 + 2H
2hij .
Using the same background time-slicing, the linearized harmonic source functions take the
form
δJ0 =
1
2
h˙00 +
1
2a2
δklh˙kl − 1
a2
δklhl0,k − 1
a2
Hδklhkl , (B.34)
δJi = −1
2
h00,i +
1
2a2
δklhkl,i + h˙0i − 2Hh0i − 1
a2
δklhli,k . (B.35)
Now, substituting into Eqs. (B.31-B.33), one can easily verify agreement with results in the
literature that were used to derive the linearized metric in SVT decomposition.
We stress though that, in the generalized harmonic formulation the expressions for the
harmonic source functions in terms of the metric should not be substituted back into the
linearized Einstein equations because the underlying idea of the harmonic decomposition is
exactly to ‘trade’ second metric derivatives for first derivatives of functions that only depend
on the coordinates. For example, the analysis of linearized L3-Horndeski by Battarra et
al. in Ref. [4] used harmonic coordinates in the ADM and not the harmonic decomposition
of the field equations. This is obvious from the fact that the 00- and 0i-components take
the form of constraint equations. But the introduction of harmonic coordinates without the
harmonic formulation cannot be used to determine whether the theory is well-posed, and so
the conclusion in Ref. [4] is not valid.
C Equivalence of formulations of the linearized theory
In this section we show that re-ordering the linearized Einstein and scalar field equations does
not change the principal symbol.
We consider following generic, second-order system of coupled PDEs
hµν +Qαβµνpi,αβ + ... = 0 , (C.1)
pi +Nαβpi,αβ +Mµνhµν + ... = 0 . (C.2)
Here, hµν is the linearized metric with µ, ν = 0, ..., 3, pi the linearized scalar field, and Q,N,M
real coefficient matrices.
Substituting for hµν in the second equation, the system takes the form
hµν +Qαβµνpi,αβ + ... = 0 , (C.3)
pi +Nαβpi,αβ −MµνQαβµνpi,αβ + ... = 0 . (C.4)
Denoting the coefficient matrices of the original system by
A(t) =
(
Ah Ahpi
Apih Api
)
, Bmn(t) =
(
Bmnh B
mn
hpi
Bmnpih B
mn
pi
)
, Dm(t) =
(
Dmh D
m
hpi
Dmpih D
m
pi
)
, (C.5)
where A,B,D are defined as in Eq. (3.16),
Ahpi = (Q
00
tt , Q
00
tx , ..., Q
00
zz)
T , Apih = g¯
00(M tt,M tx, ...,M zz) , (C.6)
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Bmnhpi = (Q
mn
tt , Q
mn
tx , ..., Q
mn
zz )
T , Bmnpih = g¯
mn(M tt,M tx, ...,M zz) , (C.7)
Dmhpi = (Q
0m
tt , Q
0m
tx , ..., Q
0m
zz )
T , Dmpih = g¯
0m(M tt,M tx, ...,M zz) , (C.8)
the coefficient matrices corresponding to the new system change to
A˜(t) =
(
Ah Ahpi
0 A˜pi
)
, B˜mn(t) =
(
Bmnh B
mn
hpi
0 B˜mnpi
)
, Dm(t) =
(
Dmh D
m
hpi
0 D˜mpi
)
, (C.9)
where A˜pi, D˜mnpi and D˜mpi are real scalars given by
A˜pi = Api−g¯00Ahpi ·Apih , B˜mnpi = Bmnpi −g¯mnBmnhpi ·Bmnpih , D˜mpi = Dmpi −g¯0mDmhpi ·Dmpih . (C.10)
Note that only the last line of the matrices changes since we left the trace-reversed Einstein
equations unchanged.
To make the algebraic operation (‘re-ordering’) manifest, we can re-express the new
coefficient matrices as a result of matrix multiplications,
A˜ = MA ×A, B˜mn = MB ×Bmn , D˜m = MD ×Dm , MA,MB,MD ∈ R11×11, (C.11)
such that the principal symbol P˜0 of the new system becomes
P˜0 = |k|
(
0 I11
A−1M−1A MBB
mnk˜mk˜n A
−1M−1A MDD
mk˜m
)
. (C.12)
From the definition of Apih, Bmnpih , D
m
pih in Eqs. (C.6-C.8), it is easy to see that all three
matrices
MA ≡ A˜A−1 =
(
I10 0
−g¯00Apih 1
)
, MB ≡ B˜mn(Bmn)−1 =
(
I10 0
−g¯mnBmnpih 1
)
, (C.13)
and
MD ≡ D˜m(Dm)−1 =
(
I10 0
−g¯0mDmpih 1
)
, (C.14)
are equivalent, and, hence, both systems have the same principal symbol, P˜0 ≡ P0.
D Characteristic analysis on generic backgrounds
In this Appendix we present necessary conditions for the initial value problem for L3-Horndeski
theories is strongly hyperbolic on an arbitrary background. Our results apply to conformally-
coupled L4-Horndeski theories as well, as can be straightforwardly verified.
Keeping only terms that are second-order in derivatives, the unperturbed field equations
read
− 1
2
gαβgµν,βα (D.1)
+ b(φ)
((
φ,µφ,ν − 1
2
φ,αφ,βg
αβgµν
)
gαβφ,βα − gρσφ,ρ
(
φ,µφ,σν + φ,νφ,σµ
))
+ ... = 0 ;
− G2,Xgαβφ,βα +
(
G2,XX − 2b,φ
)
gαβgµνφ,αφ,νφ,βµ (D.2)
+ b(φ)δα1α2β1β2 ∇α1∇β1φ∇α2∇β2φ− b(φ)gµαgνβφ,αφ,βRµν + ... = 0 .
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As above, ... denotes lower than second order terms that do not contribute to the principal
symbol.
Linearizing around an arbitrary background, Eqs.(D.1-D.2) become
−1
2
g¯00h¨00 − 1
2
g¯mnh00,mn − g¯0mh˙00,m (D.3)
+ b¯(φ)
(
−3
2
g¯00φ˙2 − 1
2
φ,mφ,ng¯
mn − 3φ˙φ,mg¯0m
)
p¨i
+ b¯(φ)
(
1
2
φ˙2 − 1
2
φ,mφ,ng¯
mng¯00 − φ˙φ,mg¯0mg¯00
)
g¯mnpi,nm
− b¯(φ)
(
φ˙2 + φ,mφ,ng¯
mng¯00 + 2φ˙φ,mg¯
0mg¯00
)
g¯0mp˙i,m − 2b¯(φ)g¯mnφ,nφ˙p˙i,m + ... = 0 ;
−1
2
g¯00h¨0i − 1
2
g¯mnh0i,mn − g¯0mh˙0i,m (D.4)
− b(φ)
(
1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯0ig¯
00 + g¯0mφ,mφ,i
)
p¨i
+ b(φ)
(
φ˙φ,i − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯0i
)
g¯mnpi,nm − b(φ)g¯ρmφ,ρφ˙pi,mi
+ b(φ)
(
φ˙φ,i − φ,αφ,β g¯αβ g¯0i
)
g¯0mp˙i,m − b(φ)g¯mnφ,nφ,ip˙i,m − b(φ)g¯ρ0φ,ρφ˙p˙i,i + ... = 0 ;
−1
2
g¯00h¨ij − 1
2
g¯mnhij,mn − g¯0mh˙ij,m (D.5)
+ b(φ)
(
φ,iφ,j − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯ij
)
g¯00p¨i
+ b(φ)
(
φ,iφ,j − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯ij
)
g¯mnpi,nm − b(φ)g¯ρmφ,ρ
(
φ,ipi,mj + φ,jpi,mi
)
+ b(φ)
(
φ,iφ,j − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯ij
)
g¯0mp˙i,m − b(φ)g¯ρ0φ,ρ
(
φ,ip˙i,j + φ,j p˙i,i
)
+ ... = 0 ;(
−G2,Xg00 +
(
G2,XX − 2b,φ
)
gα0gν0φ,αφ,ν
)
p¨i (D.6)
+ 2b(φ)
(
g¯00
(
g¯αβφ,βα + J¯
αφ,α
)
− g¯0αg¯0ρ
(
φ,ρα − Γλαρφ,λ
))
p¨i
−
(
2G2,Xg
0m − 2
(
G2,XX − 2b,φ
)
gα0gmνφ,αφ,ν
)
p˙i,m
+ 4b(φ)
(
g¯0m
(
g¯αβφ,βα + J¯
αφ,α
)
− g¯0αg¯mρ
(
φ,ρα − Γλαρφ,λ
))
p˙i,m
− G2,Xgmnpi,mn + 2
(
G2,XX − 2b,φ
)
gαngmνφ,αφ,νpi,mn
+ 2b(φ)
(
g¯mn
(
g¯αβφ,βα + J¯
αφ,α
)
− g¯mαg¯nρ
(
φ,ρα − Γλαρφ,λ
))
pi,mn
− b(φ)g¯µαg¯νβφ,αφ,βδRµν + ... = 0 .
Again, re-ordering the system by substituting the right hand side of the trace-reversed
Einstein equations (D.3-D.5) for δRµν in the scalar field equation (D.6), the three matrices
A,Bmn, and Dm introduced in Eq. (3.16) take the same form as in the case of homogeneous
background, with Ah, Bmnh , D
m
h being diagonal 10× 10 matrices as given in Eq. (3.26).
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D.1 Necessary conditions for mode stability
In this subsection, we present all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the principal symbol corre-
sponding to L3-Horndeski theories as given in Eqs. (D.3-D.5, D.6) and explicitly list necessary
conditions required for weak and strong hyperbolicity of the initial value problem as intro-
duced above in Sec. 3.
D.1.1 Weak hyperbolicity
For the initial value problem to be weakly hyperbolic, all eigenvalues of the principal symbol
P0 must be real and finite. The characteristic polynomial of P0 is given by
χ(λ) =
((
λ− (−g¯00)g¯0mk˜m
)
λ− (−g¯00)g¯mnk˜mk˜n
)10 ((
λ− ξD
)
λ− ξB
)
, (D.7)
where the quantities ξB and ξD are defined as
ξB = A
−1
pi B
mn
pi k˜mk˜n , (D.8)
ξD = A
−1
pi D
m
pi k˜m ; (D.9)
with Api, Bmnpi , Dmpi being the coefficients of the second-order terms in the scalar field equa-
tion (D.6),
Api = (−g¯00)G¯2,X +
(
G¯2,XX − 2b¯,φ
)
g¯α0g¯β0φ,αφ,β (D.10)
+ 2b¯(φ)
(
g¯00
(
g¯αβφ,βα + J¯
αφ,α
)
− g¯0αg¯0ρ
(
φ,ρα − Γ¯λαρφ,λ
))
+ b¯(φ)2
(
g¯00g¯µαg¯νβφ,αφ,β
(
φ,µφ,ν − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯µν
)
− 2(g¯0µφ,µ)2g¯αβφ,αφ,β
)
,
Bmnpi = G¯2,X g¯
mn − 2
(
G¯2,XX − 2b¯,φ
)
g¯mαg¯nβφ,αφ,β (D.11)
− 2b¯(φ)
(
g¯mn
(
g¯αβφ,βα + J¯
αφ,α
)
− g¯mαg¯nβ
(
φ,βα − Γ¯λαβφ,λ
))
− b¯(φ)2
(
g¯µαg¯νβφ,αφ,β
(
φ,µφ,ν − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯µν
)
g¯mn − 2g¯µνφ,µφ,ν g¯nαg¯mβφ,αφ,β
)
,
Dmpi = 2
(
G¯2,X g¯
0m −
(
G¯2,XX − 2b¯,φ
)
gα0g¯βmφ,αφ,β
)
(D.12)
− 4b¯(φ)
(
g¯0m
(
g¯αβφ,βα + J¯
αφ,α
)
− g¯0αg¯mρ
(
φ,ρα − Γ¯λαρφ,λ
))
− b¯(φ)2
(
g¯µαg¯νβφ,αφ,β
(
φ,µφ,ν − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯µν
)
g¯0m − 2g¯µνφ,µφ,ν g¯0αφ,αg¯mβφ,β
)
.
It is clear from Eq. (D.7) that P0 has four distinct eigenvalues, namely
λ± =
1
2
(−g¯00)
(
g¯0mk˜m ±
√
(g¯0mk˜m)2 + 4(−g¯00)g¯mnk˜mk˜n
)
, (D.13)
c±S =
1
2
(
ξD ±
√
4ξB + ξ2D
)
. (D.14)
The eigenvalues λ± are inherited from Einstein gravity and are all manifestly real. The eigen-
values c±S are due to the Horndeski scalar field and can be interpreted as the ‘characteristic
speeds’ associated with the linearized scalar field pi. These eigenvalues are real if and only if
4ξB + ξ
2
D ≥ 0 . (D.15)
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In addition, for c±S to be finite, we must require Api 6= 0, which exactly coincides with the
invertibility condition of the kinetic matrix A. Note that in the homogeneous case c±S ≡ ±
√
ξB
and ξB is equivalent to the quantity often defined as c2S in the cosmology literature. But this
notation is unfortunate since it does not account for the fact that ξB can be negative and
hence we do not adapt it in our analysis. In particular, what is called ‘stability analysis’
in the cosmology literature is in reality only a test of weak hyperbolicity but not a test of
stability against mode fluctuations.
D.1.2 Strong hyperbolicity
For the initial value problem to be strongly hyperbolic, there must be a complete set of
eigenvectors and the eigenvectors have to be finite and depend smoothly on the initial data.
These three criteria are necessary such that, for any initial data, we can find an energy
estimate that bounds the solution from above. That means, the mode fluctuations are under
perturbative control (‘mode stability’).
The first two eigenvalues λ± each have ten corresponding eigenvectors l±i (1 ≤ i ≤ 10)
that each take the form
l±i = p
±δji ej + δ
j
i ej+11 , 1 ≤ j ≤ 10 , (D.16)
where en is the nth column of the (22× 22) identity matrix and
p± = −1
2
g0mk˜m ∓
√
(g¯0mk˜m)2 + 4(−g¯00)g¯mnk˜mk˜n
g¯mnk˜mk˜n
, (D.17)
i.e., each eigenvector l±i has exactly two non-zero entries, namely the ith and the (i+ 11)th
entries, the former being equal to p± and latter being equal to one. Note that the 11th and
22nd entries are zero for all l±i . Obviously, all the twenty eigenvectors are linearly independent
and finite as they should because these eigenvectors describe the characteristic structure of
Einstein gravity.
The eigenvectors corresponding to the remaining two eigenvalues c±S take the form
s± =
(
v±tt , ..., v
±
zz,−c±S /ξB, w±tt , ..., w±zz, 1
)
, (D.18)
where
v±µν =
c−SA
µν
hpi + (c
+
S /ξB)B
µν
hpi −Dµνhpi
g¯00ξB +
(
g¯00ξD + g¯0mk˜m
)
c±S + g¯mnk˜mk˜n
, (D.19)
w±µν =
ξBA
µν
hpi −Bµνhpi + c±S
(
ξDA
µν
hpi −Dµνhpi
)
g¯00ξB +
(
g¯00ξD + g¯0mk˜m
)
c±S + g¯mnk˜mk˜n
; (D.20)
and the coefficients Aµνhpi, B
µν
hpi , D
µν
hpi can be read off from the perturbed Einstein equations (D.3-
D.5) and take the following form,
Atthpi = b¯(φ)
(
3
2
(−g¯00)φ˙2 − 1
2
g¯mnφ,mφ,n − 3φ˙g¯0mφ,m
)
, (D.21)
Atihpi = b¯(φ)
(
1
2
(−g¯00)g¯0ig¯αβφ,αφ,β − g¯0mφ,mφ,i
)
, (D.22)
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Aijhpi = b¯(φ)(−g¯00)
(
1
2
g¯ij g¯
αβφ,αφ,β − φ,iφ,j
)
, (D.23)
Btthpi = −
1
2
b¯(φ)
(
φ˙2 − g¯00g¯mnφ,mφ,n − 2g¯00g¯0mφ˙φ,m
)
g¯mnk˜mk˜n , (D.24)
Btihpi = −b¯(φ)
(
φ˙φ,i − 1
2
g¯0ig¯
αβφ,αφ,β
)
g¯mnk˜mk˜n + b¯(φ)φ˙ g¯
ρmφ,ρk˜mk˜i , (D.25)
Bijhpi = −b¯(φ)
(
φ,iφ,j − 1
2
g¯ij g¯
αβφ,αφ,β
)
g¯mnk˜nk˜m + b¯(φ)g¯
ρmφ,ρk˜m
(
φ,ik˜j + φ,j k˜i
)
, (D.26)
Dtthpi = −b¯(φ)
(
φ˙2 + g¯00g¯
mnφ,mφ,n + 2g¯00φ˙g¯
0mφ,m
)
g¯0mk˜m + 2b¯(φ)φ˙g¯
mnφ,nk˜m, (D.27)
Dtihpi = −b¯(φ)
(
φ˙φ,i − g¯0ig¯αβφ,αφ,β
)
g¯0mk˜m + b¯(φ)φ,ig¯
nmφ,nk˜m + b¯(φ)φ˙g¯
ρ0φ,ρk˜i, (D.28)
Dijhpi = −b¯(φ)
(
φ,iφ,j − 1
2
g¯ij g¯
αβφ,αφ,β
)
g¯0mk˜m + b¯(φ)g¯
0ρφ,ρ
(
φ,ik˜j + φ,j k˜i
)
. (D.29)
It is immediately apparent that both pi-eigenvectors s± are linearly independent and they are
linearly independent of the another twenty eigenvectors. But, in order for s± to be bounded
from above, we have to require that (i) neither denominator vanishes at any point in time
and (ii) no numerator blows up. By direct inspection of the expressions, it is straightforward
to see that condition (ii) is equivalent to requiring ξB 6= 0.
Comparing Eqs. (D.19-D.20) for an inhomogeneous background to Eqs. (3.32-3.33) for a
homogeneous background, we see that the difference is the middle term in the denominator.
In the homogeneous case, it is straightforward to construct backgrounds where the denomi-
nator is substantially different from zero. In these cases, there is a finite range of background
inhomogeneity that can be added so it leaves the middle term small enough for the denomi-
nator to remain non-zero. This shows that the homogeneous solution is not on a ‘knife-edge’
of mode instability. Furthermore, in setting a numerical code, the denominator can be used
as a diagnostic to test whether the simulation is approaching a mode instability.
Our analysis yields a similar overall conclusion as the finding in Ref. [35], where Papallo
and Reall concluded strong hyperbolicity on generic ‘weak-field backgrounds’ requires a spe-
cific ‘deformation’ of the theory that involves a particular gauge condition. In their proposed
gauge, the coordinates are sourced by first derivatives of the linearized scalar-field, i.e.,
Gµ
ναβ∇νhαβ = Hµν∇νpi , (D.30)
where both tensors Gµναβ = (1/2)(g¯µαg¯νβ + g¯µβ g¯να − g¯µν g¯αβ) and Hµν depend only on
background quantities. Substituting this gauge condition into Eqs. (D.3–D.5) via
δJµ = Hµα∇αpi , (D.31)
we obtain
− 1
2
g¯αβhµν,βα + b(φ)
(
φ,µφ,ν − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯µν
)
g¯αβpi,βα (D.32)
−
(
φ,µb(φ)g¯
ρσφ,ρ +
1
2
Hµσ
)
pi,σν −
(
b(φ)g¯ρσφ,ρφ,ν +
1
2
Hνσ
)
pi,σµ + ... = 0 .
Manifestly, there is a single functional form for Hµα that removes all terms in the second line
of Eq. (D.32), such that the Einstein equations take the form
hµν + b(φ)
(
φ,µφ,ν − 1
2
φ,αφ,β g¯
αβ g¯µν
)
pi + ... = 0. (D.33)
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This is exactly the form for Hµα that Papallo and Reall proposed.
In terms of our analysis, it is straightforward to understand why Papallo and Reall
were forced to make this gauge choice: unless the off-diagonal terms Ahpi, Bmnhpi , D
m
hpi in the
coefficient matrices A,Bmn, Dm as defined in Eq. (3.26) are removed, there will always be a
background such that the two pi-eigenvectors as given in Eqs. (D.19-D.20) blow up. While
weak hyperbolicity is maintained, strong hyperbolicity is broken. Since they were interested
in linear well-posedness on generic backgrounds, Papallo and Reall had to eliminate the off-
diagonal terms. In other words, to show local well-posedness on generic backgrounds, they
deformed the theory in a way that ensures conformal (or disformal) equivalence to Einstein
gravity. We are interested in well-posedness on and around certain homogenous cosmological
backgrounds in which case, apparently, we are not forced to their gauge choice but can utilize
any generalized harmonic source function.
It is well-known that L3-Horndeski theories are neither conformally nor disformally
equivalent to Einstein gravity. For this reason, it is not surprising that, for generic back-
grounds, the deformed gauge condition in Eq. (D.31) does not have a covariant lift in the case
of L3-Horndeski theories while it does in the case of Brans-Dicke gravity.
E Scalar-Vector-Tensor Decomposition of the linearized metric in gener-
alized harmonic gauge
For an FRW background (ds2 = g¯00dt2 + gijdxidxj where gij = a2(t)δij), up to linear order,
we can decompose the metric as
h00 = 2 g¯00α , (E.1)
h0i =
√−g¯00 a(t)
(
β,i +Bi
)
, (E.2)
hij = 2 a
2(t)
(
− ψδij + ,ij + 2S(i,j) + uij
)
, (E.3)
where
∂iBi = 0 ; ∂
iSi = 0 ; uij = uji ; ∂
iuij = 0 ; u
i
i = 0 . (E.4)
Here, α, β, ψ and  are the scalar components; Bi and Si are the vector components; and uij
are the tensor components of hµν .
Substituting into Eqs. (B.7-B.12), the connection coefficients take the form
δΓ000 = α˙ , (E.5)
δΓi00 = a
−2
(
−g¯00α+
√−g¯00 a
(
β˙ +Hβ
))
,i
+ a−1
√−g¯00
(
B˙i +HBi
)
, (E.6)
δΓ00i =
(
α+
√
−g¯00 aHβ
)
,i
+
√
−g¯00 aHBi , (E.7)
δΓl0k =
(
−ψ˙δkl + ˙,kl + 2S˙(k,l) + u˙kl
)
+
1
2
√
−g¯00 a−1 (Bl,k −Bk,l) , (E.8)
δΓ0kl =
1
2
(−g¯00)
(
h˙kl − h0k,l − h0l,k
)
− 2 (−g¯00)a2(t)H(t)α δkl , (E.9)
δΓlik =
1
2
a−2 (hli,k + hlk,i − hik,l)−
√
−g¯00 a(t)H(β,l +Bl)δik . (E.10)
and, substituting into Eq. (B.28), the linearized harmonic gauge condition takes the form
δJ0 = −α˙− 3ψ˙ + δkl
(
˙− a−1√−g¯00 β
)
,lk
, (E.11)
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δJi =
(
α− ψ − δkl,lk
)
,i
− a
√
−g¯00
(
β˙ −
(
H − 1
2
˙¯g00g¯
00
)
β
)
,i
(E.12)
− a
√
−g¯00
(
B˙i −
(
H − 1
2
˙¯g00g¯
00
)
Bi
)
− 2δklSi,lk .
Note that due to the constraints in Eq. (E.4), tensors do not contribute to the harmonic
source functions (or, equivalently, tensors satisfy the harmonic gauge condition δJµ ≡ 0).
Finally, the linearized Einstein equations in SVT decomposition are given by
δRµν = δTµν − 1
2
hµν T¯
α
α −
1
2
g¯µνδT
α
α , (E.13)
where the components of the linearized Ricci tensor are given by
δR00 = −α¨+ a−2(−g¯00)δmnα,nm +
(
g¯00 ˙¯g00 + J¯0
)
α˙− δJ˙0 + 1
2
g¯00 ˙¯g00δJ0 (E.14)
+ 6Hψ˙ − 2Hδmn (˙− a−1√−g¯00 β),nm ;
δR0i =
√−g¯00 a(t)
(
1
2
(−g¯00)β¨ − 1
2
a−2δmnβ,nm −H(t)β˙
)
,i
(E.15)
+
1
2
√
−g¯00 a(t)
(
H˙ +
(
H + 2J¯0
)
H +
3
4
˙¯g00 ˙¯g
00 +
1
2
g¯00 ¨¯g00
)
β,i
+
(
J¯0 − 2H + 1
2
g¯00 ˙¯g00
)
α,i +H
(
ψ + δmn,nm
)
,i
− δJ(0,i) +HδJi
+
√−g¯00 a(t)
(
1
2
(−g¯00)B¨i − 1
2
a−2δmnBi,nm −H(t)B˙i
)
+
1
2
√
−g¯00 a(t)
(
H˙ +
(
H + 2J¯0
)
H +
3
4
˙¯g00 ˙¯g
00 +
1
2
g¯00 ¨¯g00
)
Bi + 2Hδ
mnSi,nm ;
δRij = δij(−g¯00)a2(t)
(
− ψ¨ + a−2δklψ,lk − J¯0ψ˙ − 2
(
H˙ + J¯0H
)
α+HδJ0
)
(E.16)
+ (−g¯00)a2(t)
(
¨− a−2δkl,lk + J¯0˙−
√−g¯00 a−1(t)J¯0β
)
,ji
+ 2 (−g¯00)a2(t)
(
S¨(i,j) − δklS(i,j),lk + J¯0S˙(i,j) −
1
2
√−g¯00 a−1(t)J¯0B(i,j)
)
− δJ(i,j)
+ (−g¯00)a2(t)
(
u¨ij − δkluij,lk + J¯0u˙ij
)
+ 2(−g¯00) a2(t)
(
H˙ + J¯0H
)(
− ψδij + ,ji + 2S(i,j) + uij
)
;
δR = (−g¯00)α¨− a−2δmnα,nm −
(
˙¯g00 − g¯00J¯0
)
α˙ (E.17)
− (−g¯00)
(
6H2 + 6H˙ + 2 ˙¯J0 + 6HJ¯0 + g¯00 ˙¯g
00J¯0 − g¯00 ¨¯g00 − 1
2
˙¯g00 ˙¯g00
)
α
+ 3(−g¯00)
(
−ψ¨ + a−2δklψ,lk −
(
2H + J¯0
)
ψ˙
)
+ (−g¯00)δmn
(
¨− a−2δkl,lk +
(
2H + J¯0
)(
˙− a−1√−g¯00 β
))
,nm
+ (−g¯00)δJ˙0 − 1
2
(
˙¯g00 − 6(−g¯00)H
)
δJ0 − a−2δijδJ(i,j) .
For consistency, we checked that substituting Eqs. (E.11-E.12) for the harmonic source func-
tions, Eqs. (E.14-E.16) yield the known results as presented in Sec. 2.
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